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(although
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so the president
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for tuesday.
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Good morning,

because

f

North Patterson

and East Biddle Street in East

it is in cities like this one

Baltimore --

and neighborhoods

like this one that the American people are

the war

}M''db;

And I'm especially

happy to be right here at the corner of

Avenue

tl

everybody.

I'm happy to be in Baltimore.

Park

tl

�I

going

to win

for energy security.

The whole country can learn from what you are

doing

July

here in Baltimore.

15

I went on television on

and talked about the need for Americans to

: ;..
'

,i)

-

pull together,

2

-

because that is the only way we can solve

our economic problems and our energy problems.

then

I have been taking that message all over the

country

and

--

month

and

I intend to keep at it,

after month,

week after week

until the message

gets through.

But here in Baltimore you are way ahead of me.

know

all about pulling together,

been _doing it for years.

as a city in decline.

Baltimore

refused to give

ness.

Instead,

result

well,

in

doing

it

used to talk

Baltimore

You

because you have

You are

Fifteen years ago people

The

Since

right

now.

about

But the people of

to despair

and divisive-

you got together and went to work.

is that today Baltimore is not only alive

it is a nationally recognized

I don't

urban

know of a more dedicated,

and

success story.

hard-driving,

totally committed muncipal leader in this country than

Don

Schaefer.

When experts on urban affairs draw up

-

3

-

lists of the best mayors in America,

Don Schaefer's

name is always near the top -- sometimes right at the top.
•

That man

I

just

loves Baltimore

and Baltimore loves him.

came here this morning because

I

want

the whole

country to know about what you are doing right here on

this corner.

A few minutes ago

(pronounced Ryan)

I

visited with Genitha Rhyne

and her daughters Lashaun and Charice.

Mrs.

Rhyne's house was built a long time ago,

bity

of Baltimore,

ment,

in partnership with the Federal govern-

has turned it

strange

Jl ooking

into a house of the future.

Those

panels up on the roof use the power of

the sun to heat water

for washing and bathing,

in the summertime but throughout the year.

some

but the

not

just

We've got

just like those on the roof of the White House.

-

Right now,

4

-

solar panels on top of

houses

are still
0

an

unusual sight in our cities.

'

In

the years to come,

that is going to change.

Nobody

prices

Nobody can raise

can embargo the sun.

'
on sunshine.

We will never

and sunshine does not pollute.

run out of sunshine,

So we are going to use

the power

of the sun every way we can in this

hot

heating,

water

ult � mately

Mrs.

for

for space heating

tion.

be

It has storm windows

It has weather stripping.

Next winter,

Mrs.

It

and storm

It has good insula-

Rhyne and her daughters will be

All the heat in their

house will go to

them warm -- none of it will escape to the outside and

wasted.

save

and

Rhyne•s house is also fully weatherized.

warm inside.

keep

and cooling,

-- for

electricity.

has well-caulked windows.

doors.

country

energy.

She will save money

--

and the nation will

-

Right

5

-

across the street is something-just as important
�

for our country.

Generations of children from this neigh-

borhood learned to read and write and do arithmetic in that

building.

wise

But when the new

school was built,

enough not to tear the old one down.

school is

going to be reborn

--

the city was

So now that old

as a beautiful,

high-

ceilinged apartment house for nineteen families.

Mrs.

Rhyne's house,

that are

being

too

be

will

and like five other schools in Baltimore

converted to public housing,

is happening in Baltimore.

homes.

this building

completely weatherized and insulated.

What we are seeing here is

income

Like

just a tiny part of what

This year,

Baltimore's

weatherization program will weatherize some

This program is a fine

example

3,000

of partnership

between the city and the federal government.

federal agencies are involved,

low-

Three

and the work force is made

- 6

-

The whole community is

up entirely of CETA volunteers.

involved in this effort.

Energy

conservation is a

key part of our nation's

As your accomplishments

strategy for achieving energy security.

show,

energy conservation can make our lives better.

creates

jobs.

It means lower oil imports for our

It

country

and lower fuel bills for everybody.

Baltimore is doing its part.

every community and

Some

and

I

believe that every city,

every citizen is ready to follow suit.

40 per cent of all our energy consumption goes for space

hot water

heating,

cooling and lighting in

buildings.

By cutting that waste,

to half that consumption is waste.

can save many millions of gallons of fuel each day.

And

we

weatherize

the process

are going to do

the whole

just that.

We are going to

country before we're

we will restore not only our

through,

and in

energy security

but our sense of national confidence and spirit as well.

#

#

#

Up
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
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•

�
SCHLESINGE itr

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

Weekly Activity Report
July 28 - August 3 , 1979

Build-up of Home Heating Oil Stocks.
DOE issued a
proposed rule to give the Department standby authority
If
to promote the build-up of home heating oi� stocks.
needed, the rule would require refiners to increase their
production of middle distillates to ensure that stocks
reach our goal of 240 million barrels by October without
impairing the continued availability of middle distillate
supplies for other services and activities.
DOE also
a
report
stating
that
the
expected
level
of crude
issued
oil imports will be adequate to achieve the Administration's
distillate stock targets.
A copy of the report is attached.
1.

2.
Tertiary Enhanced Crude Oil Recovery Projects.
DOE
will issue early next week a final rule to provide "front
end" money to finance environmental and certain other costs
associated with tertiary enhanced crude oil recovery costs.
This will fulfill a Presidential commitment stemming from
the April 5, 1979, Energy Message.
3.

Gas Centrifuge Contracts Awarded.
DOE selected three
firms for award of initial manufacture contracts for gas
centrifuge machines to be used in uranium enrichment
facilities located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and Portsmouth,
Ohio.
These contracts will total more than $250 million,
with a second phase follow-on of $1 billion.
The firms
involved are Boeing, Garrett Corporation, and Goodyear.

E�ectrostatac Copy Made

for Presevv&t8on PMrpOHS

Department of Energy
Program to Assure
Adequate Distillate Supplies
For Next Winter

Heating oil stocks will be built to safe levels for this
winter.
Based on current projections of oil imports, safe
stock levels can be built while still providing consumers
with adequate supplies of diesel fuel, gasoline and other
products during the remainder of this summer and fall,
assuming continued efforts to restrain petroleum use.
There is no need for individuals or firms to engage in panic
buying of heating oil or abnormal "tank topping" to assure
adequate supplies for next winter.
Supply problems can be
minimized b y maintaining an orderly market, and continued
responsible actions to avoid unnecessary petroleum use.
The
u.s.

Need to Build Distillate Stocks
demand for distillate is high in winter because of

heating needs

and lower in summer.

The U.S .

refining

industry cannot produce enough distillate during the heating
season to meet peak winter demand. Consequently, industry
must build stocks during the lower summer demand period
·which can be drawn down to augment product1on and imports
during the heating season.
DOE has a target of achieving 240 million barrels (MMB)
of distillate in primary stock by the end of October.
These
are stocks held by refiners, pipeline companies and bulk
terminal operators.
This target was selected in order
to:
provide protection against a colder than normal
winter;

and

protect against potentially low stocks held b y
distributors and end users.
In setting the desired stock level, DOE considered a range
of potential distillate demand during the heating months of
October 1979 through March 1980.
For planning purposes, it
was assumed that distillate demand during the six months
could average about 4.15 million barrels per day (MMB/D),
compared with 4.11 in 1976-77, 4.00 in 1977-78 and 3.99

. •,

-,

- 2 -

in 1978-79.
The estimate of 4.15 MMB/D assumed that the
winter might be as severe as in 1976-77, which was about 20%
colder than normal in the regions relying heavily on heating
It also assumed that, if necessary, conservation
oil.
efforts next winter and savings from switching to natural
gas could largely o�fset the growth in distillate demand
(piimarily for diesel fuel) which has been occurring·
in recent years.
DOE also concluded that it was necessary to assure that
distillate stocks at the primary level will be adequate even
if stocks held by fuel oil distributors and end users are
lower than normal.
DOE is now developing information
on the level of normal and current stocks held by distribu
tors and users.
Better information on these secondary and
user stocks is to be available by mid-September, but the
information can never be complete.
It is therefore prudent
to assume that they may be somewhat below normal.
With distillate stocks at 240 MMB this fall and assuming
supplies for refiners continue at 15 MMB/D or higher next
winter, adequate supplies (averaging 4.15 MMB/D) could be
provided through the winter, even if distributor and end
user stocks were 20 MMB lower than normal at the start of
the heating season.
In th� event there is another interruption of crude oil
imports this winter similar to the Iranian interruption
of last winter, refiners could increase distillate produc
tion enough to provide adequate heating oil supplies if
primary distillate stocks are at 240 MMB this fall.
This would require refiners to produce distillate at a yield
of up to 25% for much of the winter.
If the winter is less
severe, a lower yield would suffice.
If the weather is normal or if crude runs are higher next
winter, a 240 MMB stock level will permit refiners to build
up gasoline stocks for next summer, and help avoid gasoline
shortages in 1980. If the winter is very cold or if crude
oil imports are reduced, refiners are not likely to be
able to rebuild gasoline stocks this winter.
In addition to the need for adequate distillate stocks at
the primary level, DOE will be acting to help assure that
essential stocks are built at the secondary and end user
levels.
It is necessary to assure that heating oil stocks
are moved into certain areas of the country before rivers

'

'

'•

-
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and lakes freeze, if those areas are dependent on movement
of heating oil by water.
DOE- also will try to assure that total heating oil stocks
held by distributors, dealers and users are close to normal
levels this fall (the 240 MMB in primary stocks can protect
against at least a 20 MMB shortfall,in secondary and user
stocks).
Because of the lack of verifiea data on the
amount of stocks held by distributors and users, it will be
necessary to rely heavily on informal estimates, partial
surveys and identification of specific problems by State and
local officials.
Outlook For Achieving The Stock Targets

1

It is expected that crude oil imports will be adequate
to permit crude input to refineries of 15 MMB/D or higher
through October.
With crude oil runs at this level, re
finers should be able to achieve the 240 MMB primary stock
target, rebuild secondary and user stocks, and maintain
distillate supplies for current consumption at the 1978
level, while still maintaining gasoline supp lies at 96% to
If imports are
98% of the 1978 level, as shown in Table 1.
unexpectedly interrupted again, the desired distillate
production still could be achieved by inc�easing the percen
This
tage yield of distillate from available ci�de oil.
would reduce gasoline supplies somewhat, as shown in Table
2.
The primary uncertainty is whether refiners will shift
refinery yields enough voluntarily to build stocks' to
acceptable levels, or whether it will be necessary to direct
refiners to increase distillate production.
Table 1 assumes crude runs of 15 MMB/D (8.4 domestic and 6.6
of net crude oil imports, or 6.4 imports and .2 crude oil
stock use). It assumes a combined gasoline and distillate
It assumes
yield of 66% during September and October.
distillate imports of 200,000 B/D, and gasoline imports
of 200,000 B/D.
Based on current projections of crude
oil imports, it is expected that crude oil runs to refi
neries will average 15 MMB/D or higher during this four
month period.
If crude runs are higher than 15 MMB/D,
the distillate stocks could be built faster than shown
without reducing gasoline supplies. Alternatively, distil
late stocks could be higher by the end of September by
increasing the distillate yi eld in August and September.

- 4 -

Table 1

15.0 t-IMB/D Crude Runs

June 1/
Est.

July

21.4

2/
Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

21.3

22.0

24.0

23.0

3328

3457

3500

3800

3650

2734

2650

2780

2655

3070

595

807

720

Distillate
Refinery Yield (%)
Refinery Output and
Inlp:)rts ( MB/D)
Current Deliveries
(MB/D )
Daily stock build
up (MB/D)
End of :rro nth stock
level (MMB)

1145
3/

580
3/

142

167

189

223

240

43.6

43.3

43.0

42.0

43.0

7214
-77
7917
90.0%

7325
-180
7579
94.3%

7250
300
7872
96.0%

7100
200
7406
98.5%

7250
100
7461
98.5%

Gasoline
Refinery Yield (%)
Refinery output &
imports ( MB/D)
Stock dra�o.m (MB/D)
Demand in 1978 (MB/D)
Percent of 1978 demand

l/

C r ude run s

in June avera ged 1 4 . 7 MMB /D .

ll

The es timates for July are bas ed on pre l imi n a ry data
through July 2 7; a ctual data for July were n ot c ompl ete
at the time of this analys i s .

1/

Bas ed on the stock bui ld up pl an s of the major re fin ers,
s tocks may exceed thes e l e v e l s at the end of A ugus t and
Se ptembe r.

'

'
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Table 2

s hows

how the distillate stock and supply targets

could be met in the event of
oil

another interru ption of

imports that reduces crude oil runs to

crude

1 4 . 6 MMB/ D

(8 . 4

domestic and 6 . 2 of net crude oil imports, with no crude oil
stock use). It assumes 15 0,000 B/ D of distillate imports and

1 8 0,000 B/ D
distillate

of

gasoline imports.

It assumes a combined

and gasoline yield of 6 5 % of

through October,
last f all .

crude runs in August

which is 2 % lower than refiners

averaged

Table 2
June

14.6 MMB/D Crude Runs

Est.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Distillate
Refinery Yield (%)
Daily stock build
up (MB/D)
End of rronth stock
level (MMB)

21 .4

21 . 3

22.0

24.8

24.8

595

807

58 3

1118

703

142

167

185

219

240

43.6

43. 3

43.0

40.2

40.2

7214
-77
7917
90.1%

7 325
-180
7579
94. 3%

7058
350
7872
94.1%

6649
200
7406
92 .5%

6649
50
7461
90.0%

Gasoline
•.:�

Refinery yield (%)
Refinery output &
.irnp)rts ( MB/D)
Stock drawdown (MB/D)
Demand in 1978 (MB/D)
Percent of 1978 demand

Both cases assume gasoline stocks are drawn down by a
total of 1 8 MMB in August-October, and that distillate
demand is the same as in 197 8 d uring the three months .
Table

1 can serve as a general guide in determining whether

levels of distillate yields and stocks are acceptable,
de pending on the levels of crude oil runs, distillate
imports and demand.
With higher ref inery runs, there is
more f lexibility to catch up in S e ptember and October if
stocks are slightly lowe r in July and August.

.

.,

-

-
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Actions to Assure Stocks are Built to Acceptable Levels
DOE is taking the following actions to assure that distil
late stocks are built to acceptable levels.
1.

DOE is taking steps to reduce distillate use.
actions include:

These

o

Removing regulatory impediments to switching from
distillate to natural gas, and encouraging and
assisting major distillate users to switch. DOE has
established a team to identify and assist firms to
switch to natural gas.
DOE estimates distillate
savings of up to 100,000 8/D from this effort this
summer and 65,000 8/D next winter.

o

Encouraging electricity transfers, to use elec
tricity generated f�om coal or hydroplants to
substitute for oil fired plants. Distillate savings
may be small, particularly in view of nuclear plant
shutdowns.

o

Implementing a national mandatory building tempera
ture control plan for all public, industrial and
commercial buildings.
It is estim��ed that this plan
could reduce distillate use by at least 130,000 B/D
next winter.

It is expected that these actions can hold distillate
demand to about the 1978 level this summer.
�·

2.

DOE has adopted a rule to encourage imports of dis
It provides
tillate oil from Caribbean refineries.
a $5 per barrel entitlement benefit for distillate
imports to help attract Caribbean-produced distillate
to the United States rather than Europe.

3.

DOE has worked with the largest refiners to set targets
to build up distillate stocks voluntarily. On the basis
of the information provided by 32 of the largest refiners,
it is estimated that this voluntary effort could result
in stocks of about 230 MMB by early October.

4.

DOE is preparing the necessary rules to require all
or some refiners to increase distillate production.
DOE will be prepared to order an increase in dis
tillate production, if this becomes necessary .

I

.

:

-

DOE

7

-

also will be mo nitoring distillate production

and stocks of the largest refiners on a weekl y basis and
will be prepared to issue individual orders if some
refiners have an inordinately low distillate production
comp ared with prior practices.
It is recognized that orders to increase distillate
production may aggravate the gasoline supply situation.
Distillate production orders also could adversely impact
the output of other essential products and reduce
refinery
be
5.

issued

efficiency.

Refinery production orders should

only if clearly necessary.

DOE will be monitoring the sales of distillate this
summer to distributors and end users, as well as
conducting surveys of distillate stocks held by distri
butors, dealers and major industrial users. If it is
found that stocks at the secondary and user levels are
lower than can be offset by the primary stocks, or if
there are not firm plans to move stocks into areas that
rely on waterborne supplies before freeze up, DOE will
request suppliers to resolve the problems expeditiously.
If necessary, DOE would use its regulatory authority to
require allocation of supplies for building home heating
stocks to acceptable levels at distributors or end
users. Pr oblems of inadequate heating ·oil stocks at
the secondary and end user levels can be resolved
in September and October prior to the start of severe
weather,

at a time when much of these secondary and

user stocks normally

are put in place.

Additional regulatory authorities �are available and could be
used if necessary to increase distillate supplies and reduce
nonessential uses, but DOE believes they will not be neces
sary.

.

'
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Significant Issues for the Week of July 30

Transition - Secretary-Designate Neil Goldschmidt spent Monday and Tuesday
of this week with me,

former Secretary Adams,

and departmental staff review

ing the Transportation Department's operations.

On Monday and Tuesday he

made a number of courtesy calls to key Senators and Congressmen and attended
briefings with Messrs. Eizenstat and Mcintyre.
August

9 and 10,

He plans to return to D.C.

on

and will be prepared for confirmation hearings the first week

in September or as soon t hereafter as they can be scheduled.

I am working with

Jack Watson on providing transition briefing materials for the new Secretary.
Milwaukee Railroad Bankruptcy - We are working with John White,

Stu Eizenstat,

and others on alternative approaches designed to assist in the reorganization
of the Milwaukee Railroad so as to preserve a feasible core system at minimum
cost to the Federal Government,
protection.

and with reasonable provisions for labor

No action will be taken by this Department without full coordina

tion with OMB and other Administration people having an interest in the various-
facets of this problem.
Amtrak Legislation - We worked hard to defeat bills in both the House and
Senate that would have frozen the Amtrak system in place and with approval
from OMB,

we supported a compromise bill that would enable Amtrak to cut off

those trains that were the most hopeless losers while keeping those that were
being well

utilized.

We were successful in both houses,

differences in the bills,

but because of some

conference will be necessary after Labor Day.

We

will urge the conferees to adopt the technical and other p·rovisions we favor,
including elimination of a House proposal to convert certain Amtrak debt to
preferred stock.
Los Angeles:

Century Freeway Settlement - We are about ready to announce that

we have reached an agreement to settle the lawsuit which has halted work on
the Century Freeway project in Los Angeles since 1972.
Goldschmidt is being briefed on this matter.
Highway

(I-105)

Secretary-Designate

The project is an Interstate

which will run for 17 miles east from Los Angeles airport

across a densely populated part of the metropolitan area including the Watts
community.

Its estimated cost is about $1 billion.

It was well underway,

with a substantial portion of the right-of-way cleared,

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preaervatlon Puvpoees

'. �·:. .

when it was stopped

;

,·

2

seven years ago for lack of an environmental impact statement.

Former

Secretary Adams approved a revised project in October, 1978 following

agreement among Governor Brown, Mayor Bradley, and other local officials

that the project should proceed.
prominence.

The project has considerable local political

The project has been redesigned to include special reserved lanes

for buses and c arpools and minorities from the area will be given preference

in contracting .and employment on the project.
funds to pay for the movement and renovation

In addition, we will use highway

(or new construction, if cheaper)

of 4,200 low income housing units still remaining in the right-of-way.

We

believe this will be a major contribution to the needs of Los Angeles area for

decent low income housing to offset the negative impacts of the highway and will,
thus, contribute substantially to your expressed urban policy objectives.

We

will, of course, not announce the settlement until it has been cleared by the
Department of Justice, which is examining several issues.
Status of Transbus/Special,Designed Bus for the Handicapped & Elderly - Last May no

bids were received by the Department to build a controversial "accessible bus"
(Transbus).

As a result, former Secretary Adams established an independent review

panel under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences, to analyze the bus
specifications, performance, standards, and costs to determine whether this new

bus, designed to be readily accessible to handicapped persons, can be produced and
built for a reasonable price.

The final·report of the panel is scheduled to be

delivered to the Department on August 3L

Because it will be impossible for DOT

and potential manufacturers to act on the basis of the report by September 30, 1979
(the current date on which transit authorities are required by DOT regulations to

begin purchasing Transbuses), this effective date for the Transbus date is being
deferred until further notice.

This deferral is likely to be controversial amongst

vocal handicapped and elderly groups.

Fishing Rights in the Pacific Northwest - The United States'

efforts to provide

Indians the opportunity to catch the share of fish guaranteed them under certain

1850-vintage treaties continues to affect Coast Guard operations in the Northwest.
A Federal judge in Oregon has recently ruled that the offshore catch must be reduced
so that the number of fish which make it to the Columbia River and coastal sites

(where the treaty Indians fish) would be sufficient to fulfill the Indians guaranteed

allocation.

This action has caused a volatile situation;

the offshore trollers were

already so displeased with the amount of fishing time available that they had

blockaded lfarbors and staged a massive "fish-in" in violation of previous closings.
The U.S. Department of Commerce, the court, and the fishermen are seeking a
compromise which would minimize the new regulations'

impact on the fishermen.

The laws and rulings involved here are enforced by Coast Guard and National
Fisheries Service personnel working from Coast Guard aircraft and vessels resources that are already spread thin in that area.

These agencies, along with

the Departments of Justice and Interior, and various state enforcement agencies
are updating contingency plans for handling the increased unlawful, fishing
(probable) and violence

(possible) which may result from the reductiOns in the

offshore fishery and the doubtful status of the court order in the Puget Sound
area.

THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING ·AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
;,,.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

2041�

August 3, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR:

The President
Attention: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
•

SUBJECT

Weekly Report of Major Departmental Activities

Consolidation of Department's Housing Laws. We have forwarded to the White House
and to the OMB the proposed 11Housing Act of 1979,11 which would consolidate and
simplify the Department's mortgage credit authorities and establish a procedure
for the development and implementation of national housing policies.
OMB officials
have begun to review the proposal, and we are hopeful that the legislation can be
submitted to the Congress in time for hearings in the fall.
Two studies which reveal significant
Housing Discrimination Studies Released.
levels of discrimination in housing against members of minority groups have been
released within the past few days. The Housing Market Practices Survey, a
nationwide study, shows that Blacks seeking rental housing have an 85 percent
chance of encountering at least one instance of discrimination and that potential
Black homeowners have a 48 percent chance of encountering discrimination from
real estate agents.
A survey of the Dallas, Texas, rental housing market shows
dark-skinned Chicanos experience the highest level of discrimination in that
metropolitan area.
A dark-skinned Chicano has a 96 percent chance of experiencing
at least one instance of discrimination in the typical search for rental housing
in Dallas.
From the information obtained in these surveys, HUD hopes to publish
handbooks that will show other groups how to conduct housing discrimination
studies using the audit technique.
In remarks before the House Subcommittee on Housing
HUD Supports Solar Program.
and Community Development, Under Secretary Jay Janis reported this week on a
series of initiatives HUD will carry out in support of solar energy use and
predicted that the proposed Solar Bank will do much to establish solar as a
major energy resource.
Donald I. Hovde, President of the National
National Housing Shortage Discussed.
Association of Realtors, is making a nationwide tour to visit Realtor Boards.
Reports from HUD Regional Offices indicate that Hovde is citing the increase in
new household formations, the stampede of middle-class Americans to the homebuying
market, and regulatory controls such as no-growth policies as contributors to the
Hovde says we need to
most severe housing shortage since post-World War II.
separate real environmental concerns from stifling restrictions that benefit only
a few.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENT�L QUALITY
722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006
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•

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

S

��� �:;�
e

SUBJECT:

Weekly

}\,... (�

Report

Environmental Message.

Both Jane and I and the CEQ staff are pleased

to have been able to prepare your second E�vironrnental Message to
Congress.

The early reviews are favorable.

The press coverage of

your Message has been good, with the national newspapers all carrying
thoughtful articles.

I have enclosed copies for your convenience.

EOsctrcst�t�c Co
py MfMje
for P�asewat!on Purpo
�e.CJ

..

.
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Carter Unveils
Plans to ·ProteCt
Coastline, Lands

CARTER ANNOUNCED a new en-.iron·
mt'ntal program.
In his second enviroumental message to

Congress, Carter called for tighter curtli to··
protect the n ation's coastline and improve
management of public lands. He endorsed
measures to crack down on i llegal trade in
plants and wildlife and to add new national
trails and federally protected scenic areas.
The President said his administration has
already made "significant p rogress" in im·
proving government management of 417 mil·
lion acres of public lands, although he ron·
ceded more remains to be done.
Environmentalists luJVe expressed
concern that Carter's energy program.
which relies heavily on synthRtic fuels,
nuclear power and coal, could threaten
the nation's air and water.

August 3, 1979

New Enviroilmental Message
Endorses More : National
Trails and Scenic· Areas
·

·

*

*

*

'Rta/J Heporlf'T

H110 WALL STRE.:T JOt"RNAL

Tbe President said his administration has
WASIDNGTON - President carter an
already "made significant progress'· In im·
ilrunced a new environmental program call·
proving management of the government ' s
lng for tighter curbs to protect the nation' s
417 million acres of public lands. But he said
coasUine and for "improving the managethat "much more remains to be. done." So,
ment" of public lands.·'
.
be said, he Is ordering Interior SecJ;1!tary
In h is second environmental message to
Cedi Andrus to set long-range goals for the .
Congress, Mi: carter also endorsed mea·
protection and use of the federal lands.
st�res to Increase research on environmental
Mr. Carter said he directed Mr. Andrus
danger.;, crack down on lllegal trade in
and Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland to
plants and wildlife and add new ·national
develop a coordinated federal land-use pol· ..
trails and federally protected scenic areas.
Icy. Earlier this year, Mr. carter decided
"Our great natural heritage should be pro
against a plan to prorose a new Cabinet De
tected for the uSe and enjoyment of all citi
partment of Natural Resources, which
zens." the President said.
.
Also. Mr. carter named Gus Speth, an I would hav� combined the Interior Depart·
. ment's hind-management programs with the
envirorunental activist and member of the
U.S. Forest Service, a part of the Agricul·
White House COOncll· on Environ mental
tw'e Department
Quality, to be chairman of the ci>uncii. The
In other moves, the President:
Carter adnii_nistration hopes that Mr.
-Set up a new, lG-year progi-am to deal
Speth's designation and the new program
with the problem of "acid. rain," which ts
will placate environmental groups angered
.caused by the mixture of rain With atmos
by the Presldf!nt's latest production-oriented
·
pheric pollutants generated by . the burning
. ,·
energy policies.
of fossil fuels.
.
_; . . As he Is. already a member of the cnun·
·
-Ordered. the Justice ·Department and
,ell, Mr. . S�tb won't require ·Seriate . ap- .
other agencies to crack down on illegal sales
:proval. He sucCeedS Charles Warren. who
of certain. plants and wildlife, including en·
resigned to take another federal post In Cali
dangered species. · · ;
·
fornia.
. :
.
.
:
. ·
.,..Qrdered new studies on· the "lncreas·
In his mesSage,· Mr. carter a8ked for a
. lngly serious problem" of the loss to erosion
package of amendments to the Coastal Zone
,of agricultural top soU.·. .
Management Act that he said will establish
-Declared, wltrout offering details, a .
a national coastal p�tectio": policy.'�· Under
"new transportation policy'_' to insure that
the policy, he said; the federal government·
federal transportation money' is spent on en
and the states will take new steps to protect
vironmentally sound. projects.
mastal resources and control floods, erosion
:-Promised to expand the· number of na·
. and pollution.
.
· .
"tional trails and federally designated "wild
... Also, be said, the p:�llcy seeks to "c� ·
. and scenic" rivers . . He said the government
dinate and � Simplify -government decision·
would establish ·220 new national trails by
making," to increase public ,access to the
the end of 1980, and.asked Congress to exand to !'provide predictable siting pro
. tend "wild and scenic" protection to four ad·
�cesses" for recreation, energy, defense and
dltional rivers: 'Gunnison River and Eri
·
·
transportation facilities.
,campment River In Colorado, Priest River
·
Mr. Cilrter al� ordered the Commerce
In Idaho and the Illinois River in Oregon.
Department to begin a "systematic review'·
of federal programs that affect the mast,
.with an eye toward Improving federal
. roastal policies and developing any new leg·
·islatlve proposals that might be needed. He
also endorsed the call by several environmental groups to designate 1980 as "The
Year of the Coast."
·
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Carter. Says Energy Program

To 'Po�e-Environmeiltal
'

�

B�. pnq� eterso

� ..

""

Risk'

. • �'Asked Congress to declare four
.pledged that. the�board. wilLbe kepl in
riew Wild and scenic river systems in
check, a�Jd indicated .that energy cmn
�Orego'i1, Idaho and Colora�o, and di
. President :.,carter ; yeste.rdai'· ;;.�>erit.
siderations ·"woitld overrule environ
Congress a n�w :message "on the envi- .. ..rect.ed that federal agencies protect
mental ones only in rare instances.
' s under consideraronment and acknowledged that his . other river system
"We must n,pt lose sight of the fact
tion for such designation.
new energy program will '_'pose envi
ronmental risk" and .. require uncomthat, despite other . pressures, me
• Ordered the U.S. Forest· Se�vice
. trails by
fortable trade<iffs.
.· ··•· ,
.
:to· establish -145 ·new. hiking
.
·
American p_eople still ·care deeyly
The president, m making the second
'1980. . . . .
about the quality of their envinm
major envirorifucntai :·message of �hi�'/'
ment,'' Speth said-. in a White ·Ho!!Se
• Directed the Department of Inte'.
·administration, ' didn't spell out· any
briefing. "They· care ·about air poliu
rior to· nevelop ·long range plans for
specific guidelines for the tradeoffs
recreation, :energy exploration; . and . : tion, trash and noise in their cities."
'between energy and the environment.-'-,
agricultural use. in the 417 million
But' the president's. i:nessag� left lit
But, he said, "I .will wO):k tO :ensure
of federal land it manages.·
··acres
tle dou·t)t that energy is the admi.ms
. .
that enviironmeptal protectioiits.. are
. ration's.top priority. ·"There is no a:a ne� . tr�nsportation
• Declared
.:;
built into the precess ·of .deveh:i"ping
..
policy that stresses energy conserva. cuse for 'unnecessary;red tape, whifh
..
tion.
has plagued construction of so:;ne
. n�w- te�hnologies;�:. when·.
needed :energy projects," Carter sad
• Established a 10-year .program to
·
tradeoffs must be mpde, t.pey �ill b�..
at one 'point. .
studv the threat of acid rain on the
made fairly, :equitably,- and in the
envii-onment: ,
"Solving the nation's, energy prob
light df in!l)rmed·public scrutiny.",·
.
lem is essential to• 'our. economy and
Carter also 'announced the appoint- ·
,
. In the heart of the message, .Carter
our security,; he said at another.-.. "We
. ment of Gus Speth as chairman of the
strongly reaffirmed his commitment
.
will
not
lose
sight of our' other goals,
Council ori Environmental Quality.
to. existing environmental laws and .
but we must not fail in ending the enenviron
for.
iawyer·
a
.
formerly
Speth;
proposed a.series of ', iiew.initiativesto'
�rgy crisis."
menta'l gl-(>Ups, has been' a member of
protect ci>astal �reas; expand the .na
the council since March 1977. He. sue- .
tion's wild ··.rl.ver. program;c�.Bnd ,dea l
ceeds . Charles Warren who has rewitb.acid wa'ter probl�s�·�;;>;. r:."���. ·signed . . :. ··'· . .·,·.
i· · '
. Specifically, Carter:: ·· ·. . : '-::·,· <· ·.:···( >
.
Much of Carter's ·long-awaited, 24.
·
·
·� Declared 1980 ;; the ,;Year. of :the'�..
. page spedhl !nessage appeared to be
e<iast," a: designation mged)ly 'con;·:·
directed at . reassuring. environmental• .
servationists, and proposecl:::�h�t l!e. �
. m
: istS, who have expressed deep oonce
�--. Called a new coastal protectiOri
pOliCy.�{., hi.bout:·tbe'president's.riew energy. pro< .
::
'
: :·" ,·
'· .
: gianis; ·that q�r ':is .still int�rested
{·.·
(in. pri;!fEj�t�ng }the. environment.. �-. Particularly,'·disturbing to enVU"on-,
_,:mentalists have been Carter's propos-'
YafS for"-a: cr'as�·:·program to. develop '· '/
. reate: an:En· · " '
: syrithetic' fuels )md to c
�� -ergy ;Mobilization Board . to! speed up_ •.
;,govei-nmimt decision making .on -new ·
.
: .. :·.: -;;_. .. - :.-- · ..
..
·'t:'eriergy plants: .
�·; ·:." What �carter has .seemed·to be say! 'ing i.S;'·�·rm an environmentalist. B'!t·.
' 'orily· '.when \it's . conv�l)ient,'�-.. said
; Louise Dunlap of1 the Environmen�
Policy Center, a lobbying:group. :· ,
Carter; . in· hi� written message,
·-:.. r- -· .. . ..
.,:;.,.._.._::._.;_·..
.
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Pr��ident Pledges Energy Crisis·
Won't Alter Environine'
rt-�":.:t Goals
.·
.:
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PHILIP SHABECOFF �;_,,, /:/�:�'
�pecialtoTheNewYorl<Times· ;:::.C\.· · .
2- President
He alsosee�� tO.relt��tehis position
�

.

_.?

,

-:'·:

·'

. ;

WASHINGTON, Aug.
Carter, in his long-awaited second envic that the highestpfi$irity w�uld be given to
ronmental message to Congress, pledged energy production. "Solving the nation's
today that efforts to end the energy crisis· energy probleiJ;f-is e5se'rttial to our econ
would not change his Administration's omy and our security;'' he: said. "We will
"basic commitment to clean air, clean not lose sight of oUt ,other goals but we·
water and the overall protection of the en- must not fail ill eriding the energy crisis ...
.;;.·.:.
,.,_,,. :=':...
·
vironment.''.
The written message seemed intended,
Mr. Carter;il.!So'·said iJ1 his message
in part, to reassure enviromnentalists that there y.-owd be·_che¢ks on the energy
and others who considered the Presi- mobilization bOard's.' authority to waive
dent's new . energy program a grave environmental <tJrQcydilres. But he said
threat to antipollution efforts.
that when necessacy.for::tbe "completion
The President also announced . today of a criticaL e�JiY; fati��ty·;" the board
.the appointment of Gus Speth to be chair- would be empgwered·.tci oy�de even the
man of the Council on EnVirorpnental substance of ·ailt!.p!>llution:rules, subject
. Quality. Mr. Speth is a member of the en- ·to Presidentialye�·and j!idicial review.
vironmental movement and is trusted
Mr. Speth,· souiidiilg_.l:\-note somewhat
and respected by environmental groups. different from; the . . message, said at a
·Mr. Speth, who i� currently on the thTee- White House,.news . !>rie�ng: "We must·
member council, replaces Charles War- not lose si�! '<?f,Jh� fa(:t that, idespite
·
ren, who resigned earlier this year:
other pressui"�i-::Jhe American people
quality of the
Protecting Natural �esources
In his message, Mr. Carter reaffirmed
In his mesia�:
p'��ident said '�the
his dedication to envi ronm ental goals and highest . e rivi�rufi�iilll priority" of his'
announced a series of proposed new Administration'
providing safe
measures, to conserve. natural resources guards for Alaskhli limds: He urged the
·
and protect pubic health.
Senate tci follow the House of RepresentaIn his first environmental message, tives in passing-legislation to accomplish
made three months after he took office in that goal. . ,_:_: ., :· : · ...
. 1977, Mr. C(l.rter said he would give high .
.
. priority to/environmental protection.
Until his recent energy speech, Mr. CarThe �e5sagElalsQ gives high priority to
ter was given high markS by the environ- dealing with bwrdous wastes of the kind
mental community for keeping his word. that created a diSaSt r at Love Canal in
·But the President's program to reduce oil New York Suite,�
The messa&e _oU.Uined. a series of pro. imports, particularly his proposal for the
crash development of synthetic fuels and posed "initiatives�� involying land andre
. for .creation. of an Energy Mobilization.. source management; agricy.lttiral con-·
Board to· remov� ob�tacles to developing servation, urbail qualitY and global envi
. energy sources, have seriously· alarmed roriment.·Aritang'them were the follow
.. · ;·_=; ..
..
.· ··'
.: environmentalists and others.
.
. In his message today, Mr. Carter made .. gNew legislation· to protect and im
, it clear that while he would be sensitive to prove .the management..of· the ·.nation's
·
· ·
, :
ep.vironmental needs, there -would neees- coastlines.- '': ' < � !:':: ·
-sarily be ".tradeoffs" between the need
gstepped-up enforcement ·.of laws
:for energy and the need to protect the en- against "massive'_illegil.l trade" in wild
2
life, including JID:ing of . mor� special
- vironment.
'
. . . .. n: . . -· � · .:
..
,,
!agents ,
==��;
==
:=
;,:
..
-- ....
.
gco�gress �il Mtas�ed 'to designate
folir new wild and scenic rivers for pro
tection,. including·. the G\mnison. and the
Encampment· in Colorado, the Priest in
Idaho and the Illinois in ·oregon, and the
establishment
of 145 new National Trails.
·
. gDevelopritent of a policy to deal :with
global defores�tion and jiltemational in
cidents of "acid.tain." .-:: · ·'
. gEstabli�hmentof principles and long�
range goals for use and management of
the ·resources of public lands.. . .
.
. The reaction of environmentalists tci
the message was mixed, Rita Molyneaux
of the .Wilderness S�iety.said: "W
. e are
generally pleased, b�t -w
. e have reserva
�ions about.his energy,·and timber_ poli
. ci � ��:· '-;!,..:�·��-.·� ��r����-�0"" :··��:�-:: '�:·:�. :.. r:•::
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. carter Admits 'Trade-Offs'.
• In Environm��� Me�sage
.

.ByMary Thornton ·

.

.

.
·illegal trade in endangered wildlife
_and plants which is threatening the
extinction of hundreds of species.
. President Carter told Cong ress in
a special message yesterday that his Carter said he will ask .the Justice
Department, along w.ith the depart�
energy program would "pose environmental risks," but he promised to ments of .interior, treasury, agricul
be fair when trade-omi are nec¢ssary_: · ture. and commerce� to join in an
between·boosting en�rgy supplies ·.intensive investigation and prosecu-.
. and protecting the environment. ·. . tion �ffort. .
.
The proposed trade-offs drew .criti• Carter �s asking for· a 10-year pro
: cism from some environmentalists .. gram, with funding of $10 million in
.
:yesterday. • .. <c. . '
."
. .. - -:.
first year. to study and fight the
. 'the
.
"I do nofpretend'that all new re,
proolem of "acid rain," which_ is
;placell1ent sources of energy will be . ., formed-when pollutants produced
· ntally inriocuous," Carter .. by several industries combine with
.environme
..
said yesterday. "Some ·.of .the .new : water in the air-to form acids, which
· technologies we will need to develop ··· then··fall as rain, damaging plimt
cpose environmental. risks, riot ap of'. life, ·human· h.ealth and even buildwhich are yet fully understood."
ings. . .
!
·';..."1 will work.to.ensure that en vi-·' • He is also calling for major studies
ronmental protections are built into of soil erosion, whieh has destroyed
100 million acres of. p_otential crop
the process of developing these techllmd since 1935 and taken away half
_nologies, ·and that.when trade-offs
must be made, they will be made
the topsoil on another 100 million
.fairly; equitably. and in the light of acres. He also is asking federal agen�
informed public scrutiny," he said__
cies to take a Closer look at the agri' Earlier in the day, Carter liad ap- cultural use of pesticides.
,pointed :Gustave Speth. to head the ..
But while environmentalists
Council on ·Environmental Quality, .. praised Carter for these programs,.
c hicb advises the president on envi-. · there was continuing· criticism of
w
ronmen�al policy. Speth .had beeri a 'his energy program, particularly a
:member of the
_ council since 19n. . . 'provision that would allow his pro-:
�-- And. wbil� ,,environmentalists .. posed Energy Mobilization Board to''
speed up decisions on new energy
,Pr<lised some areas'of Carter's policy
•statement, some,·charged that the
production .facilities by waiving
;timing·or the message arid 'the :<�penvironii;�ental impact statements in·
:VOintment of Spe�b may have .been :'."exceptional cases."
.
.
'calculated -to .avoid .widespread·· :;··. William Butler, general counsel of
.
'defections by environmentalists for�,·:·- .the· Environmental Defense· Fund, .
:merly loyal. to :carter' who are no\\f: �added that tie was 'suspicious about�
turning to such· potential Carte_r -·.the timing of the Carter message.�. . .
.challengers as California Go�. Jerry·· · "Environmentalists have. been ei!· �
·
.,
raged by his .energy program, and
Brown.
. Carter,�s statement ranges from ' they ·have been turning to Brown.
his personal support bf the Save-the- . and .(Sen: Edward M.) Kennedy," he-:·
Whale campaign to the .establish-_ ·�aid. "And if there was ever •an
�ment.o_f 220 new recreational nature
opportune time·.for· Carter 'to come.
'trails by December 1980. It includes:.. out>with an environmental message-,
some of the following major points: , . ' that's been on the drawing board for
·
:• He· plans:a _ major expansion of the1 months, now was the time:
.
: oastal Zone Management Act to pro''Don't get m e wrong. One i s obvi- :
.C
.tecl bea'che�. wetlands and estuaries
ously thankful for the nice things in·
;from erosion;and unwanted developthe. president's message,' but I still;
�ment, and said he will declare 1980 -can't help but be appalled and out- .
raged by the anti-environmental
;_the ''Year of the Goast.';. :: .:··· : ,..-.., ·
i•,I.Jewill cal]_ for a crackdown on the _trends in his �nergy package�··-.;.:- ··-<
lti..-_"":.·...: o;;..��· -� --' '. '--�.-· '-._
: ;
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Community
......
Services Adn1inistration I
·
wAsHINGro N. o.c. 2oso6

:�

August 3, 1979
MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT

l

\�

Attention:

Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary

FROM

Graciela (Grace) Olivarez, Directo
Community Services Administration

SUBJECT

Weekly Report of Significant Agency Activities
(July 27
August 2, 1979)

jJ}6

-

CSA APPROPRIATIONS
This week, House and Senate conferees completed action on H.R. 4389,
the Labor-HEW Appropriations Bill for Fiscal 1980. The conference
bill contains $802.1 million for the Community Services Administration
(CSA), an increase of $35.1 million over the Administration•s request
of $767 million.
The increases include:
$20 million more for the
Community Food and Nutrition Program; $10 million more for the Summer
Youth Recreation Program, and $6 million increases for Community Action
Agencies as well as the National Youth Sports Program.
The $12 million
request for Community Development Credit Unions was decreased by $6 million.
SMALL FARM ENERGY PROJECT
The attached report describes how small farmers involved in the Small
Farm Energy Project in Walthill, Nebraska, have tried to reduce their
vulnerability to energy price increases and what innovations they have
been most willing to try.
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THE SECRETARY OF COMM£RCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

FYI
August 3 ,

1979

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT

Support for your trade reorganization proposal by all
affected departments is essential to assure its acceptance.
The process of developing decision memoranda for you was
marked by especially deep differences of opinion among the
interested departments and agencies.
There is concern that
these various views will not translate readily into
enthusiastic support for the proposal Bob Strauss presented
last week on the Hill.
To obtain Congressional passage, we
will need the active support of all departments, both those
that will lose functions as well as those that will gain.
You may therefore wish to note at a Cabinet meeting the
importance of all departments'--and their senior
staffs'--fully supporting the Administration's plan.
We are pleased to report that Wednesday the Senate passed
legislation reauthorizing the Economic Development
The bill
Administration (EDA) by a vote of 83 to 17.
incorporate s the key feature s of the legislation you proposed
in April, including more targeted eligibility criteria and a
substantially expanded private sector financing program.
In
addition to demonstrating the broad base of support for EDA's
programs, the margin of the vote should serve us well when
the House considers a similar bill
er

�� :

C. L.,s.aslam
Acting Secretary
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF THE. TREASURY
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

Augus t 3,

20220

1979

•

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

l.

Highlights of Treasury Activities

THE D OLLAR
The foreign exchange markets s tabilized notably

this week, with the dollar firming against major
foreign currencies.
No U.S. or foreign intervention
in support of the dollar was required.
The improve
ment in sentiment toward the dollar appears to be
based on the combined effects of the completion of
Cabinet

changes,

somewhat

better u.s.

trade figures,

further evidence of economic slow-down in the U.S.,
and the recent vigorous market inter vention by

the

Treasury and Federal Reserve.
2.

EPG ACTIVITIES
The Steering Group has been concentrating on

next year's

wage-price

standards;

meeting

with

AFL-CIO

representatives and readying for publication next Tuesday
a rather general discussion paper on the issues raised
by the next program year.
We are trying to make the
program's design a genuinely open and cooperative
process.
3.

TARGETED AND ANTI-RECESSION FISCAL ASSISTANCE
'rhe Senate today passed,

sent

to

the

House the

by a

69 to 23 vote, and

targeted and anti-recession fiscal

assistance bill reported last week by the Senate Finance
Commi ttee.
As you know, the bill was very similar to
the Administration's bill.
the

f loor

The bill was changed

ori.

(on an a mendment offered by Senator Bellmen)

to eliminate the

$150 million payment scheduled for

fis cal year 1979.
Under our current economic forecast,
the legislation, if passed by the House in this

Electrostatic Ccpy Msde
for Preaevvat�on PuQ'POHS

-

form,

would result

payments of
State
with
The

-

in targeted and anti-recession

$540 million in fiscal year 1980 to

(two fiscal quarters only)

u nemployment

and local g overnments

rates equal to or above

6

per centum.

legislation is still stalled in the House sub

committee,
with

2

but pressures

for passage are building

the eoonomic downturn.

bo-e- �
Robert Carswell

®ffirr nf tqr .Attnmrt! Oirnrral
lhtll�ingtnn, lll. Qt. 20530
August

3,

1979

•

Principal Activities of the Department of Justice
for the week

1.

FBI

of July

30

through August

3

Charter

The Attorney General joined in a press conference this
week to announce his general support for FBI charter legis
lation which was to be introduced in the Congress by Senators
Kennedy and Thurmond and Representatives Rodino and McClory.
Joining the Attorney General at the press conference were:
Senators Kennedy,

Thurmond,

and Mathias as well as FBI Director

Webster, Ben Civiletti, former Attorney General Levi, Stuart
Eizenstat, and Chairman Rodino.
Later in the week Attorney
General Bell,

Attorney General-Designate Civiletti and Director

Webster testified in support of the charter legislation at the
first hearings of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
2.

Judicial Selection
There are currently 144 federal judgeship vacancies

under the new law and

32 regular vacancies) .

(112

The President

has signed off on 112 candidates for these vacancies and they
are in various stages of the selection and nomination process.
This leaves

32 vacancies

(16

under the new law and 16

regular vacancies) not yet presented
112 candidates,
law and
House

(2

to the President.

49 are pending at the Senate

3 under regular vacancies),
under the new law and

5

new law and 8

are pending at the White

felectrostatlc Copy Msde
for PraBeevat8on Puvpo8e8

with

The Senate during this

judicial appointments

under regular vacancies).

:,�

Of the

under the new

3 under regular vacancies),

the remainder still under evaluation.
Congress has confirmed 48

(46

under

(40

under the

•
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON

August

MEMORANDUM
FROM:

1979

FOR THE PRESIDENT

Lyle E.

Subject:

3,

Gramley

of.r:I;J

CEA Weekly Report

Charlie Schultze comes home from the hospital tomorrow.
He is still weak from surgery and numerous tests, and he has
lost a great deal of weight -- but he is improving.
We expect
him back around Labor Day.
Chrysler
CEA will be involved with other economic agencies in
reviewing any plan that Chrysler is able to work out with
its banks and the union.
We strongly believe that any
Federal role in assisting Chrysler should be a limited one.
Energy
CEA is taking the lead in developing some systematic
analysis of

the energy program and its long-run economic

implications.

Work on this is proceeding under George Eads

in cooperation with Elliott Cutler.
Regulation
George Eads testified before the Joint Economic Committee
on the concept of a Regulatory Budget.

Senator Bentsen is

supportive of the Administration's regulatory reform initiatives.
He is very interested in the Regulatory Budget idea but recognizes
that more study and discussion is needed.
add a mandated study to the legislation.

flectrostatOc Copy Made
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Hamilton Jordan
.

The attached wa
s returned in
the Pres ident'
s outbox today
and is forwarde
d to you for
appropriate hand
ling.
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IN TO

PRESIDENT TODAY

IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND
NO DEADLINE
LAST DAY FOR ACTION -

ADMIN CONFID
CONFIDENTIAL

z
0

SECRET
EYES ONLY

H
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VICE

PRESIDENT

EIZENSTAT

I/

J ORDAN
KRAFT
LIPSHUTZ
MOORE
POWELL
WATSON
WEXLER
BRZEZINSKI
MCINTYRE
SCHULTZE

--

ARAGON
BOURNE
BUTLER
H.

CARTER

CLOUGH
COSTANZA
CRUIKSHANK
FALLOWS
FIRST LADY
GAMMILL
HARDEN
HUTCHESON

ADAMS
ANDRUS

JAGODA
LINDER

BELL

MITCHELL

BERGLAND

MOE

BLUMENTHAL

PETERSON

BROWN

PETTIGREW

CALIFANO

PRESS

HARRIS

.RAFSHOON

KREPS

SCHNEIDERS

MARSHALL

VOORDE

SCHLE�INGER

WARREN

STRAUSS
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possible things the President could do:
•

Meet with Schlesinger/Duncan on record - photos in office re dept. of energy - how things are progressing, etc ...

Meet with

Claytor -

on record in office

how he is taking over at Transportation .

.

•

met with Byrd and O'Neill

for the specific purpose of

talking whether a recess is necessary (no one pays
attention to leadership breakfasts anymore for
"publicity" purposes ..they are seen as info. meetings.
recognize Frank might not approve...BUT why not have
the President seen as taking charge of this issue??

Camp

David follow-up - already in process and in process
but when will i
t happen?
If you postpone a

and in process ...

thing long enough,
Meeting with

you forget why it was relevant in the first place ..

Clifford on record-that is picture..he's an

outsider..it shows President is talking to someone
outside the White House and
add Linowitz,

Harriman

them separate meetings,

outside the Georgian circle

or not,

•

.

as seems best..or make

but show the President doing something

Meet with Bill Miller - show them conferring on dollar

-

possibly conferring on new Fed. Chairman - make some
positive moves (that can be understood) that things are
happening on the FED..If possible give a deadline

-time

when it will be announced ....

Bring Aurthur Burns in to see President for conferrning on
dollar, etc. (All right, I know President doesn't like him,
and this is a practically sui cidal suggestion ,

but Burns

does happen to want to help the country..and lots of people
respect him - he's a solid figure..why not get a few Republicans
into this mess too)
Does SALT need anything?
Recognize need to show emphasis on
domestic -economy and energy or energy and economy - but he still
is Commander in Chief and has foreign concerns
but "in for a penny, in for a pound""
why

did the group of Bishops not get in?

.

•

? not sure myself,

Could we get them back in?

JUST SHOW HIM CONSULTTING, MEETING, BUSY ABOUT THE NATION'S BUSINESS
NOT JUST THINKING BY HH1SELF OR WITH HIS OWN LITTLE GROUP ..
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM

TO THE

FROM:

PRESIDENT

l:tk._

RICK HERTZBERG
WALTER SHAPIRO

SUBJECT:

1979

5,

August

Talking

Points:

Swearing-In of Paul Volcker

8/6/79

and William Miller --

1.

The two positions that we are filling

the Secretary

of the Treasury

and the

today --

Chairman of the

Federal Reserve Board -- are the two most important
economic posts in our government.

In searching for the

best people to fill these positions,
to

my

first concern was

find individuals who could steer our economy

through

some of the most troubled waters in our history.
tion has
for

Infla

been eating away at the strength of our economy

more than a decade.

The energy

crisis has contri

buted to these inflationary pressures with the enormous
increase

in energy

Unemployment,

prices since the first

particularly

of this year.

among minorities and teenagers,

is

still an extremely serious problem for our country.

In

filling these two posts,

find

two

individuals of

therefore,

I

first sought to

unquestioned competence and

ability to shape and guide the economic policies of our
nation.
2.

My second concern was to find candidates who would

inspire confidence around the world in the leadership
that this Administration is providing in the conduct of
our economic affairs.
weeks

ago,

When

I made clear that

follow a steady course

I spoke

to the nation

this Administration

in economic policy

three

would

so that we

could realize our hopes and expectations of controlling
inflation.

In selecting Bill Miller to be Secretary of

the Treasury and Paul Volcker to serve as
Federal Reserve Board,

inspire confidence both at hom�
of

our economic policies.

3.

There is little I

of either

Chairman

and abroad in the soundness

need to say

of these two men,

forefront of economic policy

about the credentials

since both have been at the
over the

last decade.

have come to know Bill Miller well during hi:s.
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

I

tenure as

I have been

enormously impressed with his mental toughness,
forthright way

of the

I have found two men who will

in which he states his views,

with the

both publicly

-

and privately,
his

2

-

with his capacity for

leadership,

dedication to the fight against inflation.

and with
Economic

policy in this Administration has not always been
coordinated as
Miller

to

I would have liked.

as well

In selecting Bill

serve as the Administration's chief economic

spokesman, I have placed my trust in a man who can ensure
that our economic policies are coherent, consistent, care
fully designed and properly implemented.

Bill Miller

will do a great job as Secretary of Treasury and
proud to have him on my team.
4.

I am

Paul Volcker has spent his entire professional

career dealing with the complexities of monetary policy
and international finance.

He is highly respected by his

colleagues in the Federal Reserve
a man of

System and recognized as

great competence by the financial leaders of our

country and the entire world.

I expect to work

closely

with

Paul Volcker in the months

ahead,

did with

Bill

Miller

however,

when he was Chairman of the Fed.
Reserve

monetary policy and we both understand
separation
the

I

I know,

that Paul Volcker is dedicated to maintaining

the independence of the Federal

to

just as

of powers.

System in charting
the logic for this

Paul Volcker is deeply committed

fighting inflation and to maintaining the strength of
dollar in the international economy.

resolute in his
and to
same

commitment

to

maintaining

solving our unemployment problems.

goals.

For these and so many other

He is equally
a

strong
We

economy

share the

reasons,

I am

delighted that he has accepted the difficult task�of serving
as

Chairman of the Federal Reserve

Board.

meeting with bishops of the
african methodist episcopal
zion church

8/6/79
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 6,

1979

�

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

�

FROM:

JACK WATSON

SUBJECT:

Cabinet/
n or Staff Dinner Meeting
Mon a , August 6, 1979
6:3
The Residence

This is the first meeting of your Cabinet and Senior
Staff since the domestic summit at Camp David and your
It is an important
televised speech to the nation.
opportunity to "charge" your team for the next critical
months.
In light of the significant events at, and since, Camp
David, you may want to focus the meeting's agenda on
three major topics:

1.

Working relations between the White House Staff
and the Cabinet;

2.

A review of major domestic and foreign policy issues;

3.

Role of Cabinet and White House Staff until the
1980 Presidential election.

Cabinet-Staff Relations
You may want to present an overview of the
internal White House staff structure, emphasizing
the nature of Ham's new role as Chief of Staff.
What it is and isn't.
It would be helpful if you described the major
domestic staff functions most likely to be inter
acting with Cabinet Secretaries:

Electrostatic Copy Msde
for Presewatlon P�rpose.�

\

.

-

2

-

Stu for policy development;
.Me for policy execution and implementation,
case work, etc;
.,

Frank for Congressional liaison;
Anne.for public outreach regarding Presidential
priorities;·.
Tim and.Arnie Miiler for .personnel. (You should
note the importance of working with the White
House Personnel Office in filling vacancies.
You
should also underscore the importance you per
sonally attach to affirmative action in filling
senior Administration positions);
You might note that this Administration continues to
do less well than it should in getting credit for
federal assistance packaged to meet unique local
needs.
Rather than go into the matter in great detail, I
suggest that you indicate that Hamilton will work
out a grants announcement process with Tim, Frank,
and me which will then be discussed with the Execu
tive Assistants to 'the Secretaries.
Obviously, we
are interested only in significant grants with which
you and your Administration should be identified.
It might be useful if you concluded with a statement
surmnarizing your views on Staff-Cabinet relations, and
a feeling that they can, and should, be better;
Each Cabinet Member should find appropriate
ways to demonstrate the he/she is in charge.
Improved and effective White House Staff/Cabinet
relations are not a substitute for each Secretary
to be viewed as fully responsible for the affairs
of his/her department.

Issues Overview
While there is much of importance pending in Congress, there
are no issues more important to you and the country than:
Ratification of the SALT II treaty; and.
Passage of the Windfall Profits Tax.

-3-

You may want to spend a few moments discussing the im
portance·of every Member of the Cabinet playing a role
in securing favorable Congressional action for each.
·

·

Cabinet Members should look for opportunities to
make public statements callings,for SALT ratifica
tion and Windfall Profits Taxpassage.

.
You should note, for example,· that Pat Harris referred to
the passage of . the· Windfalls Profits Tax and its impor
tance to the Energy"' Assist1:mce ·program .for home heating
for the poor in remarks at her swearing-in ceremony.
'

·,

..

It is also important for each-Secretary to find ways of
leveraging Congressional interest in Department activities
into support 'for SALT.:and Windfall Profits.
Working with
Frank, each Secretary can, and should, target such leverage
with key Members of Congress.
Following this discussion, you may want to ask Bill Miller
and Lyle Gramley (who will be representing Charlie
Schultze) to corrnnent on current economic indicators.
You then may want Cy to present a review of key foreign
policy issues.

The Next Fifteen Months
There are fifteen months until the 1980 election.
Each
appropriate Member of the Cabinet should be prepared to
make extraordinary corrnnftments of time, e.g.:
Time each month should be set aside for political
trips and speaking engagements.
Tim Kraft and
Jack Watson will coordinate this effort with each
Secretary and his/her staff, and develop a plan
for the next 3-6 months for the proper utiliza
tion of the Secretaries' time;
Specific Secretaries should be given a targeted
list of states within which to make specific
efforts (i.e., Bergland in farm-belt states).
This' effort will be worked out with Tim Kraft
and Jack Watson;
NewCabinet Secretaries will be provided a list
of interest groups and constituency leaders
to whom he/she should make a personal call. I
will provide this;

,,

.. ,

-

4

-

Each Cabinet Member has to be assertive and
cre-ative . in helping us with the political com
munity.
You have asked the Cabinet Members to
do several sepcific things, but there is much
more that can, and should, be ,done by each Member
·of the Cabinet;
·

.

I will-provide copies of relevant White House.
Counsel memoranda providing guidahce·on accounting
for political .activities by Cabinet and White
House Staff.
You may want to make a general statement about the Admini
stration, your Presidency, and the course on which you
I think
are embarked reflected by the Camp David process.
it is very important for the Cabinet and Staff to fully
understand and share your insights into the country's
This is your first team
morale and your response to it.
every member of it needs to be speaking from the same
script.
The Cabinet, especially, ne�ds to feel it is part
of your political, as well as governmental, future -- and to
be let in on your private thinking and views as to how
we will proceed in the coming months.

:

,.

. .

.
1

'
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TH.E w·H ITE HOUSE

·

WASHINGTON

August 3,

' ·

1979

Informal Working. Dinner with· 'Ehe Cabinet and
Senior Staff,· Monday, August 6.,- 1979, 6:30. p.m.
Sta tesDin±ngRRoorn, •:·:.The:·:wl1ite:�:Iiouse

,CAifi:NET
Cyrus Vance
Harold Brown
Zbigniew Brzezinski
Cecil Andrus
Bob Bergland
Pat Harris
Charles Duncan
Neil Gold�chmidt
Moon Landiieu.
Bill Miller
Ben Civiletti
Juanita Kreps
Ray Marshall
Jim Mcintyre
Andy Young
Lyle Gramley (foi Charles Schultze)
Bob Strauss
·

·

SENIOR STAFF
Frank Moore
Ap.ne Wexler
Bob Lipshut
- z
Stu Eizenstat
Jody Powell
Dick Moe
Jerry Rafshoon
Tim Kraft
Hamilton Jordan
Fred Kalin
Jack Watson

. '
·

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Au gust

MR.

6,

1979

PRESIDENT

Do you want me to set up
meetings

with Governor

and Lloyd

Cutler

Askew

with you

this week?

PHIL

Electro®t�tBc Copy M�de

for Pretlervsthm P�rp�

Synthesis of Notes on "... Presidential Legitimation"
Application for President Carter

1.

President Carter,

by his words,

has been caught in

the tension between "gove;r::-nance" and "legitimation

(i.e.,

the channel through which the governed grant the governor
power to rule) ."
Legitimation is inextricably linked with
the "time consuming

ceremonial role of the

President as Chief of State."

(More attention

should be given to this ceremonial,

symbol

and myth-creating role.)

2.

Biblical,

the present
between

Lincolnesque philosophy of history

--

is only completed when the past is pressed

a past recalled and a future foretold.

is experimental,

History

experienced and in terms of the

community.

For Lincoln the future defines the meaning
of the present as it emerges from the
remembered past.
(Part of the current crisis arises from our
loss of a sense of our past.
and floating.

We feel rootless

The President can be our

history teacher and in the process regenerate
an authentic appreciation of our past.)

3.

The total thrust of the July

15 speech,

its

antecedents and extensions are closely akin to a "Biblical
convenant renewal ceremony"
such

as Joshua at Shechem

(not Moses on the mountain)

(Joshua

24.)

The aim of the renewal ceremony is to use
words

(and deeds)

to rebuild a community's

covenantal sense of unity in a time of
crisis.

Situation at Shechem:

were outwardly successful.

The people

They had sub

stantially conquered the Promised Land and
distributed the area to the tribes.
however,

Inwardly,

the people were losing their sense

of identity and purpose.
Choice of the covenant for the people is
"Choose
choose.

or die!"

The people

must freely

But they do not choose by them

selves.

The choice must be called forth
out of them.
(President Carter is ordained by history
(by

God)

to call forth this choice out of

this nation in our crisis.)

lEI$cbof.li�t�c Cc� f�t]®de
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-

The task of the Hebraic leader

Lincoln,
of

2

the

Carter)

is prophetic

--

(Joshua,

David,

to declare the meaning

moment.
The prophet's moral function must be done in

the context of the "congregation."
leader must

'How to do this?
leaders,

The

actively congregate his people.
Charismatically.

ancient

David or

are often shown to be men who,
were not especially

Hebraic

modern Lincoln,
in themselves,

exceptional.

Many times

they are men of the humblest origins and in
the tales and myths which in our
surround their lives,
retaining

throughout

they are

memories

portrayed as

their careers characteristics

and traits of their youthful circumstances.
But somewhere along the way,

a higher spirit

descends upon them and they seem to acquire
unique powers,
strength,

often enough of plain physical

but more importantly of steadiness

and foresight in

battle,

political matters,

wit

and wisdom in

and above all of

moral

inspiration.
The leader needs

words

may well be the essence

that
of

"perform."

Words

politics generally.

They are certainly the essence of legitimation

politics.
5.

President

mental

faith,

acumen,

courage

America's

Carter is uniquely

equipped by

element of personal
(almost reckless)

mysticism,

background,
charisma,

and commitment to be

prophet and priest in our

day.
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telligent, patriotic, and tenacious man

rejection of the Hamiltonian system of

but also as one who was too individualistic

manufacturers and strong defense had

to be a forceful leader of even a limited

made the nation dependent on trade and

circle of like-minded men.''

subject to the humiliation of the two
warring super-powers, Britain and France.
Kaplan finds \vith McDonald, Jefferson's

Dr. Lawrence S. Kaplan, Professor of
History, Kent State University, provides a

"greatest achievement was to shape the

brilliant review of Forrest McDonald's

The Presidency of Thomas Jefferson.

ideal presidency: a blend of monarchial
with republican tradition."

He concurs in McDonald's portrayal of

-�- -,,

�.

• .!":..! ;..:.;1

u 'I

Jefferson's shrewdness in manipulating

R. Gordon Hoxie

Congress. It was only near the end of his

President

second term, with his disastrous embargo
policy that Jefferson lost control and re

Center for the Study of the Presidency

treated

New York City

to

Monticello.

But his wrong

:�\::.;�}' t��1l
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turning had proceeded the embargo; his
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questions for further research on the le

ABSTRACT

gitimation role of the American presidency.

Legitimation is the often vdkd process
creative

of c:nd prior to the formation and

*

use of power. The study of legitimation in

of the modern presidency is predominant

has been so neglected (in comparison to
study

of

that office's

*

It is widely understood that the power

connecticn with the American presidency
the

*

governance

roles) that an internal analysis of the Get
tysburg Address, a probably paradigmatic

::c.;:�

is

(;('!0

the

truth

that underlies

Neustadt's

When we inaugurate a President of the
United States we give a man the powers

to have been a replication, in form and

of our highest public office. From the

presupposition, however unconscious, of

moment he is sworn the man confronts

a

a personal problem: how to make those

covenant renewal ceremony,

powers work for

both leaders was profoundly Hebraic: to

him. 2

Presidents, using the advantages accruing

use words to rebuild a community's "cov

to them through law and tradition, must

enanted"-not "contractual"-sense of

labor without pause or stint to enlarge the

unity in a time of historic crisis and to re

breadth of their influence, to broaden the

new in this unity its divinely assigned but

base of their personal support, and to en

freely accepted commitment to ancient

hance and sharpen their ability "to per

ideals. The essay closes with a series of

suade."3
There are, of course, special features of

• I am grateful to Ms. Ann Cattell for assistance

the American presidency and of its insti-

in the preparation of this essay_
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playing, may yield concepts and patterns

Biblical
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ly "political" in origin, the constitutional

of wide utility. Lincoln's address is shown

such as Joshua's at Shechem. The aim of

"·
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base of it being surprisingly narrow. This
famous and oft-quoted dictum:

example c:· presidential legitimation role
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tutional environment

·

and history that

grants of power to those who then use it.

made it more advisable than might other

This essay will come to focus, for reasons

wise have been the case for Neustadt to

to be noticed below, on one historically

enunciate his dictum as he did, even down

famous effort at such inducement. The

to italicizing the final

reader should set this specific instance in .

"him. " But it

should also be stressed that the president's

the context of the range of all possible in

need to husband and enhance his powers

stances

by constant watchfulness and effort is not

sought. Willingness to be governed peace

which

obedience

may

be

fully may come, as many philosophers

essentially ·different from that of any
. other power holder.

in

Roman emperors

have imagined, from conditions of gener-

were bedeviled by the problem. Likewise

alized social chaos arid terror that send

are military officers of the most ordinary

whole flocks clamoring for leadership

kind to this day, especially if they are per

from the first available source. Novels

sonally insecure by reason of youth or

and plays often make use of crisis situa�

temperament. And what is clearly true of

tions, modelled on actual experience we

nonelected officials is even more abun

all presumably sha:re, in which a recalci

dantly

true

not

only

of

outstanding

trant person's willfulness is·broken·by the

elected officials like the American presi

intimidating presence of several others al

dent but also of all minor ones as well. He

ready willing to be subdued. Fin21ly, and
most usual of all, are those quite peaceful

who, having power, does not guard it
well, will not have it long.
Machiavelli understood that;

·

situations in which people consent to be
so did

coerced through persuasion more or less

Hobbes, and in more precise conceptual

cool about personal security and advan

terms. The problem originates in the very

tage. But fascination with the particulars

nature of political power. As opposed to

. and the diversity of the reasons for obedi-

the simple subject-object relationship of

ence should never be allowed to obscure

brute force (violence), political power is

the underlying fact that in all power situa

an interpersonal, dialogic relationship in

tions dialogue between those whc com

which "I" more or less do as I am told by

mand, however how, and those who obey,

"you." The dialogue need not be always

however why, must take place on two

explicitly verbal, as when "you" indicate

levels.

your message by threatening gestures or

The more obvious of these levels, be

some other show of force. Even so, politi

cause it is virtually always behaviorally

cal power is rooted in the paradox that the

overt, is the command channel of actual

greater its intensity and extent, the more it

governance

is, as Lasswell and Kaplan put it, "coer

mance of the governed is organized, di

cion by consent. "• The "I" must be re

rected, and controlled. However, this is,

sponsive to the "you." What this means

In analytic fact, a secondary, that is, a

is that for power to be possessed, it must

consequential channel of communication

have been granted (or recognized as hav

between governor and governed. The log

ing been granted) to those who exercise it

through which the perfor

ically prior channel between them is that

-by, exactly, those over whom it is exer

of

cised. To accept this truth, simply imagine

-

legitimation,

the

channel

through

which the subservient grant their govern

a number of mutinous situations, some

ors powers to rule. Dialogue on this chan

major, some minor, and wonder what ac

nel, especially as initiated by the aspiring

counts for their differences of degree of

governors, may be overt and explicit. But

mutinousness. Is it anything other than

it is so often masked or even silent, as

the degree of willingness of the supposed

w hen the commanded simply note the

subservient to bow down?

verifying symbols of authority and go on

Once this. truth has been accepted, it

to do as they are told, that its existence, to

must raise in turn the question of how

say nothing of its essentiality, regularly

those who obey are induced, presumably

goes unnoticed.

by those wishing to hold sway over them

An example will make plain the concep
'
tual balance we should maintain. A po-

but quite possibly by others, to make the
227
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!iceman ·calls upon us to halt. His words

sort. But the reason for undertakin!!.

are an act of governance, a specific direc

narrowly an internal analysis of it

tion of what we are to do. But the uni

the highly preliminary state of the

Ii;s

form he wears, with its badges of identifi

search on the legitimation side of

cation and honor, while as message-laden

dential

as his words, is concerned with a different

such as the repeated assertions by

meaning.

Carter during his campaign and first

It is an advisement, an un

politics.

There

are indicatio

in office about the need to "restore fa

spoken but positive request, that we obey
the words of his order out of respect for

in government," that the legitimation

the communitywid� legitimated authority

may be at times among t h e A

under which both he and ourselves reside.

president's

And it is no quibble to add that it is al

however

most

little

important

political

fun

scientists

ways we , the very ones whom the officer

studied it. But there can be no sett

would apprehend, who before we obey

of issues of that order, no real rneas

must in that spot there and then decide,

ment of the factors involved in them, o

however instantaneously and without real

any relative assessment of their signi

thought, that the uniform he wears is in

cance, until the nature of the America

deed a proper warrant for the issued com

president's

mand.5

more

legitimation

precisely

role

has

conceptualized

·

b

than

presently the case. An internal examin a

The essay that follows arises from an
interest in the theoretically comparable

tion of the Gettysburg Address, narr

"requests" for legitimation that have is

and singular as it may be, could yield

·

sued from the office of the American

broad illumination over what it is that"

presidency, whether the requests were for

presidents do-and are profoundly

the legitimation

of the

powers of a partic

pected by their publics to do-in their 1

ular occupant in the office or for the au

itimation role.

thority of the whole government in which
that office is only the most conspicuous
elcn;<:nt.

A s_with

In approaching the Address for our

most offices, studies of

present purposes, we need recall no more

the governance role of the American pres

of its historic circumstances than the ob

idency. are plentiful, but its legitimation

vious: that the nation had been rent by a

role is much less noticed. What discussion

terrible civil war, a stupendous mutiny

there is, is usually tangential, mostly con

against its authority, and that its avowed

cerned with noting the time consuming

executive leader had been called to ad

"ceremonial" role of the president as

"Chief

dress

of State," or with his manipula

a

multitude assembled on a battle

field of that war where in fact unburied

tion. acknowledged as important for his

corpses

political survival, of public opinion for

still lay.

Now

let us read his

speech as if we had never read it before.

elecroral benefits. Direct attention to the
exac� character of such instances of "sym

Fourscore and seven years ago our

bolic politics," the positive political func

fathers brought forth on this continent

tions they achieve, or their essential sig

a new nation, conceived in liberty, and

nificance to American political life gener

dedicated to the proposition that all

ally is notable for its absence.

men are created equal.

In this essay, the effort will be to bring

Now we are engaged in a great civil

that kind of attention to an internal analy

war, testing whether that nation, or any

sis of the most important single example

nation so conceived and so dedicated,

of presidential legitimation politics, the

can long endure. We are met on a great

has

battlefield of that war. We have come

-been chosen for analysis partly because it

to dedicate a portion of that field as a

so well lends itself to an examination of

final resting place for those who here

Gettysburg

Address.

The Address

this sort and, more importantly, because

gave their lives that that nation might

it has been an available paradigm for all

live. It is altogether fitting and proper

subsequent

presidential

appeals

of

that we should do this.

its
228

But, in a larger sense, we cannot ded

ication to be meaningful must be freely

icate-we cannot consecrate-we can

given and freely maintained; how then

not hallow-this ground. The brave

can it be absolute and unconditional with

men, living and dead, who struggled

out giving away precisely that freedom?

here, have consecrated it far above our

The clue to unlocking this central para

poor power to add or detract. The

dox in the concepts and thinking Lincoln

world will little note nor long remember

employed in the Address is to recognize

what we say here, but it can never for

their Biblical origins.• Lincoln's phrasings

get what they did here. It is for us, the

resonate with King James-like cadences,

living, rather, to be dedicated here to

but there is more to the matter than that.

the unfinished work which they who

Taken as a whole and placed in context,

fought here have thus far so nobly ad

the Gettysburg Address is an Old Testa

vanced. It is rather for us t o be here



ment-type

dedicated to the great task remaining

covenant

renewal

ceremony

pronounced by the American nation's

before us-that from these honored

most

dead we take increased devotion to that

this, we must examine three sets of pre

cause for which they gave the last full

suppositions

measure

meaning to the actual words of the Ad

of

devotion-that we

here

revered

prophet.

To

underpinning

understand
and

giving

highly resolve that these dead shall not

dress: its understanding of history, its un

nave died in vain-that this nation, un

derstanding of community, and its under

der God, shall have a new birth of free

standing of prophecy, the supreme politi

dom-and that government of the peo

cal act within this vision. These presuppo- ,

ple, by the people, for the people, shall

sitions, taken together and as expressed

not perish from the earth.

through their encapsulating terms, com
prise one of the most distinctive political
vocabularies in the Western tradition, the

The brevity of the- Geitysburg Address

language of morally regenerate nation

h:ls ::;!ten been noted, three paragraphs

alism.'

and only 271 words. Its simplicity oJ style
has also been many times noticed. It has a

The importance of history as such for

very high proportion of single syllable

Lincoln is presumed in his opening words,

words , only a few of three, only two of

"Fourscore and seven years ago.... "

four. And all its words are everyday, fa

The contrast with the opening of Amer

miliar ones. The result is an address so

ica's one other comparably,sacred docu

brief and simple that even inarticulate

ment, the Declaration of Independence, is

children are asked to memorize it word

instructive. There too was a reference to

for word.

historical time, but in the form, "When,

The meaning of the address is also brief

in the course of human events, ... " an

and si.Inple, although profound.Six times

indefinitely extended period, whereas Lin

Lincoln used the word "dedicate," and

coln asked us to go back to a specific time

near equivalents of that term six times

virtually to the day.Even more significant

more.The high point of the address is the

is the fact that Lincoln wanted his hearers

sentence, "But, in a larger sense, we can

to engage in the specific mental act of re

not dedicate-we cannot consecrate-we

membering, of recalling the past. The

cannot hallow-this ground," reiterating,

challenge of the Declaration, in contrast,

deepening Lincoln's central point. The re

as its second paragraph makes clear, is to

iteration is appropriate, for dedication is

"see" certain propositions as· self-evident

a profound act not lightly undertaken. In

ly true; as different an intellectual opera

its most extended sense, the sense Lincoln
explicitly wished to employ, dedication

tion from remembering as can be imagined.

signifies the absolute, unconditional com

thought about the scene at Gettysburg by

Lincoln's reflex-like concern to begin

mitment to a freely chosen cause. How

recalling the past was no accident. It rep

ever, now that we have got it out, this idea

resented an instinctive reliance; born of

can be seen to be complex, even self-con

the Bible-impregnated cultural milieu in

tradictory.To take the central point, ded-

which he had been raised, on the Biblical
229
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habit

events

of

comprehending

historically.

But

persons

This emphasis on life"s future: dimen

and

historical time

sion is the differentiating featur:: of the
Hebraic understanding of time, •:Jf his

Biblically understood follows a special

pattern. For the modern historian, time is
objective and linear. Century follows on

tory. But that feature is not put b:·-:>!.ating
simply that the Hebrews and th� 3iblical

century, and the present is the product of

tradition generally,

a past extending back indefinitely.For the

running

do-,�-n

not

f\larx, took history as a past-pres-:r:t con

starts-Lincoln standing before the as

tinuum with

sembly at Gettysburg; or the prophets

a

future extension. The He-

veals that their concern is not reaHy with

event from which the present is seen as

happen to us?" In a word, for the He

The mind is then swung back to a specific

"what will happen?" but with, "what will

of the nation's founding; for the Old

tory as experienced by the people in it.

invariably the Exodus from Egypt and the

that when those who,

nai. In the light of the past thus recalled,

ing of community, what they provide is a

was "Now we are engaged in a great civil

munity as it might be observed by a de

war; ..." for the Old Testament writers,

tached, disinterested scholar but rather of
the experiential, the experienced, commu

it was the particular crisis they individual

nity, as seen by those within it.What this

ly faced: the wickedness of a King Ahab,

his wiJe Jezebcl, and their court, the siege

finally means is that the core conception

of a major city like Samaria, or the fall of

of the Hebraic nationalism which Lincoln

Jerusalem itself. But finally the mind is

instinctively employed in his rhetoric is of

swung forward to an anticipated future:

a community bonded by its historical con

Lincoln saw a " ...testing whether that

sciousness of itself, a consciousness born

nation, or any nation so conceived and so

of its

dedicated, can long endure; ... "the Old

shared memory,

its

shared

ex

perience, its shared enthusiasm and an

Testament writers always made a reckon

ticipation.

ing of what Israel had done against the

*

*

In the Bible, the prime instrument of

the Lord, whether it meant a day to come
of doom or of salvation. In this perspec

the experiential community is the cov

tive, in sum, awareness of the present is

enant.Other communities can be built up
around the patterns of their fundamental

is

institutions, their constitutions; still oth

pressed between a past recalled and a fu

ers can survive on the basis of their found

ture foretold.

How important the future was in Lin

ing agreements, their "social contracts";

the Hebraic covenant is som.;-thing else

coln's mind can be measured by looking

again.In the Gettysburg Addr�s. Lincoln.

back at the Address again, noting that its

three paragraphs are devoted serially to

past, present, and future, and observing
paragraph is much the

Dedication

is self-commir;:-;ent, self

emburdenment. Lincoln's Adc�ess is are-.

fully what business we must be about in

collection of the commitmer::::; made by

the now of our lives.
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its equivalents as many times ::.gain.

it is the future which demands most force
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coln did use that word six times over and

as it emerges from the remembered past;

.•

sibly because to have done so ,,-ould have
been needlessly blatant.But a covenant is
at the beginning of this discussion, Lin

writers of long ago, it is the future which

finally defines the meaning of the present

���· ��

did not use the word "covenant," pos

a record of dedication, and, as '.ve noticed

longest. For Lincoln, as for the Hebrew

::�t�

�':.li-Ltbiil �fi,{jli

;�i�

*

burden of being the "chosen people" of

third

Biblically

vision not of the objective historical com

the present is confronted: for Lincoln, it

that the

with

formed minds, express their understand

great Mosaic covenant ceremonies in Si

present

fil

The import of this for political theory is

Testament writers, the sacred event was

the

��Wtf�

1.--.i:-.'i!,'t--' "''�

brews, history is subjective history, his

stemming. For Lincoln it was the moment

when

�1

braic special stress on the future i�c fact re

confronting their people in ancient Israel.

i;l�,lN

��

cluding, for a most notable exam;:'e, Karl

tive awareness of a present is where time

completed

,, �"''�

only to Lincoln but to hosts of o:jers in

Biblically shaped mind, however, subjec

only
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�--the nation's patriarchs, an assessment of

ended, the god to protect and to provide,

the costs which those commitments have

the people to love and obey, to trust whol

entailed, and a summons for commitment

ly and without limit. Most important, the

renewal. That may all seem so straightfor-

·

.

.

overarching purpose of the covenant is a

ward that there is nothing left to add.

broad and comprehensive one, to create

What has been said is indeed important

the people as a social unit by giving mean

. and worthy of further retlection.But this

ing to their memories and justification to

element, that is, the person before whom

of the Bible, is the giver and breather of

statement of the matter omits an essential

their anticipations. God, in the language

and on behalf of whom the community's

life. Without him, without the faith and

founding dedications were made, namely

entrusted hope the people give him as the

God.

transcendent

The Gettysburg Address brims with an

object

of

their existence,

they must face the ultimate social catas

obvious religious fervor.More important,

trophe, chaos and dispersion before all

its structural meaning, the logic by which

their enemies. But with him, if they as

its words are held into a single frame, is

sume gladly the burden of obedience to

divine assumption is implicit in every line.

the ultimate social triumph, unity in a jus

him and his laws, they will go forward to

built on an intrinsic historical theism. The
It becomes explicit once, in the phrase,

tified history.

The contrast between a contract and a

'' ...this nation, under God.... '' More

significant, perhaps, is the use of the word

covenant can be deepened by examining

sentence of the Address and again in the

cases, this element is crucial, and in both

"new" in the baptismal sense, in the first

the element of choice in each. In both

last, implying being born again in re

cases it must be, in an important sense,

presence essential to the Address is Lin

treme duress will be declared void by most

are holy, are truly sacred dedications,

tual relationship must be honorably un

from a covenant with him.

ments and calculations of personal advan

a legally enforceable agreement between

tradition, in contrast, is extracted at the

a preexisting law. It is an exchange of nar

tion of absolute duress.The choice in the

newed life. But what makes the divine

"free." A contract extracted under ex

coln's view that the nation's dedications

courts of law.Choices made in a contrac

binding in the eyes of God because arising

dertaken on the basis of considered judg

A contract, in contrast to a covenant, is

tage. A covenant in the Old Testament

parties of presumed equal standir}g under

extreme edge of social existence, a condi

rowly defined promises-"You pay this

covenant for the people is "Choose or

price, I will sell you that service or ob

die!" The reason for this is that the cov

ject"-built on some modicum of distrust

enant represents the "first" choice, the

agreement in writing. Its single, direct

tence, the choice of life that makes all

that prompts the parties to put their

"demonic choice," up from mere exis

other choices possible. It is "the leap of

purpose is to facilitate a particular rela
tionship within an on-going pattern of life

faith" which is the beginning of meaning

transaction. A covenant is also an agree

nothingness.

ful, rational existence and behind which is

and community, a life of business and

choice,

ment between parties, at least in a sense,
but on every other count it differs widely

relationship

therefore

primeval

a

"free"

sense of

Nevertheless, a people can fail to make

glect it; the Bible is a record of the heavy

which Lincoln spoke, a covenant is the
the

is

the

that choice, or, having made it, may ne

For the Biblical tradition from within
of

It

in

springing directly from the will to live.

from a contract.

consummati01a

but

penalties exacted for such failures. Then

be

comes the time for covenant renewal,

tween a people and their god. The parties

which is what Lincoln was about. The

are radically unequal: a people frail, buf
feted by enemies and misfortune, uncer

closest parallel to

promises exchanged are broad and open-

covenant ceremony at Sinai performed by

Lincoln's actions at

Gettysburg in the Bible is not the original

tain, and a god, mighty and terrible. The
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ness; put away the gods which your

Moses, however vivid and otherwise im

fathers served beyond the River, and in

portant the account of that ceremony may
be, but the later renewal ceremonies by

Egypt, and serve the LORD.And if you

be unwilling to serve the LORD, choose

which the unity of the people in memory

this day whom you will serve....

and hope was re-formed.

Of these, the ceremony performed by

"

One must presume that the last words

Joshua at Shechem is the most directly in

of this command were put in a voice of

structive. Objectively, the situation of the

thunder.To them the people responded as

Hebrews at that time appeared favorable.

in one voice:

They had been led through the Exodus up

to the Jordan River by Moses and into the

"Far be it from us that we should for

promised land by Joshua. After much

sake the LORD, to serve other gods;

fierce fighting, they had triumphed over

for it is the

their enemies, the land had been taken

LORD

our

God who

brought us and our fathers up from the

and distributed among the tribes, and the

land of Egypt, out of the house of

people, after years of nomadic wander

bondage, and who did those great signs·

ings, were settling down to a more peace

in our sight, and preserved us in all the

ful and agricultural way of life among the

way that we went, and among all the .

overcome.But in terms of subjective, re

the LORD drove out before us all the

was critical.

land; therefore we also will serve the

remnants of the populations they had

peoples through whom we passed; and· -

ligious self-understanding, the situation

peoples, the Amorite:; who lived in the-·

The problem was much more serious

LORD, for he is our God."

than simply the fact that Joshua was aged

Joshua heard this reply with skepti"

and without clear successor. The people

cism, and challenged the people a second

were losing their sense of identity and pur

time. When they persisted in their prom

pose. The- ancient god of their ancestors

ises to obey their god of old, he said to

�:::-: kd them all this way and had made

them,

the;�l what they had become, a people se

cure in their own land.But with all the old

"You are witnesses against yourselves

promises fulfilled, the people, in pursuing

that you have chosen the LORD, to

gods, the Baals of the local inhabi

witnesses." He said, "Then put away

their new ways of
ne·.v

lik. were turning to

serve him." And they said, "We are

ta:us, who were reputed to command the

the

cycles of nature and fer�ility.Syncretism,

foreign

you ....

as it is technically known, was invading

gods

which

are

among

"

The account ends:

the !'aith of Israel and destroying the iden

ti�y of the people.

So Joshua made a covenant with the

There are two accounts of Joshua's re

people that day, and made statutes and·--·

sponse to this situation and the second is

ordinances for them at Shechem.And

the more developed. • It begins:

Joshua wrote these words in the book

of the law of God; and he took a great

Then Joshua gathered all the tribes

stone, and set it up there under the oak

of Israel to Shechem, and summoned

the elders, the heads, the judges, and

in the sanctuary of the LORD. And

sented themselves before God.

this stone shall be a witness against us;

Joshua said to all the people, "Behold,

the officers of Israel; and they pre

for it has heard..

Joshua recited to the people all that

.

."

·

Not the least remarkable feature of this

their god had done for them, from the

account is its implicitly democratic tone.

earliest memories of Abraham down to
'
that time, and concluded,

Everyone-all the tribes, all the elders,

heads, judges, and officers of Israel-all

must choose, and all without distinction,

"Now therefore fear the LORD, and

having chosen, must be obedient to the

serve him in sincerity and in faithful-
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statutes and ordinances as set down in the

to serve in a common cause is to urge

book of the law of God. It is this same

them name by name to commit their lives,

tone in Lincoln's address, far more than

their heat and breath, without restraint or

the explicit references at the end of it to

differentiation, their love and work, to

government by, for, and of the people,

the single effort. It is to ask them to throw

that makes it so profoundly a call to dem

their strength into the flow of common

ocratic witness. Lincoln's charge is unmis

life. And because what each commits at

takably that every American, from the

the elemental level, is mere life itself, mere

highest to the lowest, must join in the re

energetic activeness, the cumulative join

dedication of the nation to its ancient

ing of them all will create a truly single

ideals.

communal life. What

What must be even more emphasized
here is the absolute social unity which can

soul, a convenanted community.

be forged by this type of covenant renewal
ceremony's

appeal

for

had been many

wills, blends wholly into one will, one

*

unconditional

*

*

choice by every member of the group re

But none of this happens automatical

gardless of rank, riches, or other mark of

ly. The people must choose, freely, and

social distinction.All are bound absolute

everyone for himself.But they do not do

ly in the single shared promise and are

this by themselves. Their choice must be

therefore as bound to each other. In that

called forth out of them. In the Biblical

total union lies the real meaning of the

tradition, far more so than in any of other

Hebraic morally regenerate nationalism

great political traditions of the West, a

which Lincoln employed: the unreserved

broad space is reserved for the activity of

commitment of the total community to

political leadership.Lincoln instinctively,
as a creature of the Biblical tradition and

identification with its god and the dis

charge of the divinely assigne � historic

··as president of the United States, cast

mission.

himself in the role of a Biblical, prophetic
leader. He did so with utmost humility,

The absolute quality of the unity that

and his sentence, "The world will little

l·h:oraic nationalism seeks can be under

lined

note nor long remember what we say

by noting the presuppositions it

here," was the accepted judgment of the

makes about the nature of the individuals

time.

who join in it, who choose for themselves

Newspaper reports on

the cere

monies at Gettysburg that day devoted

even as they choose with all the rest. In

most of their space to recounting other

the aiblical tradition, persons are defined

speeches. Tradition has it that one con

not by their qualities or talents or by any

cluded,

special functions they may perform for

"The

President

also

spoke."

Since then, of course, the emphasis has

the community.They are defined rather .

shifted. America's historical memory has

by the simple fact of their existence in

magnified

time and place and what they did there

Lincoln's

role

many

times

over, in textbooks, symbols, and monu

and then.The name by which an individu

ments. But what is thus magnified hugely

al man or woman is known is crucial, for

is precisely the space that, however hum

around that name the community clusters

bly, Lincoln sought to occupy, Hebraic

all that it knows about that person, all

leader of a people in awful crisis, divided

that it remembers, all that it sees and

against themselves.

feels, all that it may hope and fear about

The task of the Hebraic leader is proph

what he or she may do. The level of un

etic, to declare the meaning of the mo

derstanding involved in this is elemental.
A named person, if alive, is in immediate

ment. This is what Joshua did at Shechem

experience, ·an· activity. Life is simple

and Lincoln did at Gettysburg.Prophecy
is not prediction, a mere foretelling of the

warmth, energy, doing. Death i:; the op
posite.
ground,

It

is

"like

water spilt on

future. It is a compression of the present

the

between a past recalled and a future antic

which cannot be gathered up

ipated in which both past and future ar_e

again ...."•
To call upon individuals thus conceived

summoned in an etfort to reveal the de233

mands of the present. "This," the Hebra

grieviously in battle, and, to avoid cap

ic leader says, "is what is demanded of us

ture, died by his own hand.
More generally, in the Biblical tradition

now by the burdens of our past and the

that extends from the book itself down to

hopes of our future."
This is the Hebraic leader's moral func

our own times, the language of morally

tion. But to be done well, it must be done

regenerate nationalism reveals in subtle

in the context of a larger task, the "con

but unmistakable ways its presumption

gregation" of the people.

that leaders possess higher powers by

Usually, the

verb "congregate" is used intransitively.

which they bind their communities into

In the context- of the tasks laid upon the

total wholes. This is obviously true in the

Hebraic leader, it should be used transi

ways by which Americans of patriotic fer>

tively. The leader must actively congre

vor revere their great presidents, none

gate his people, bind them together in one

more so than Lincoln. But among the ar

choice, and compel them to go forward as

ray of attributes of special power thereby

one historic will under his demanding,

attributed to them, one deserves special

thrusting leadership.

mention. The great leaders are thought

f6

tion of moral regeneration is this leader

have had a unique way with words. Often-
enough there truly is art in their words, �sc .

ship role carried out? The shortest answer

pecially Lincoln's, not only in the Gettys=

How in the Biblical, nationalist tradi

is, charismatically. Hebraic leaders, anci

burg Address but also in the Second In-

ent David or modern Lincoln, are often

augural:

shown to be men who, in themselves, were
not especially exceptional.

for all; with firmness in the r_ig h (

a-s

strive on to finish the work we are in; to

ories surround their lives, they are por

bind up the nation's wounds; to care

trayed as retaining throughout their ca

for him who shall have borne the battle,

reers characteristics and traits of their

and for his widow, and his orphan� to

youthful circumstances. But somewhere
seem to acquire

Is there an American ·able to read those
iar, and not be once again moved? And

wisdom in political matters, and

above all of moral inspiration.
In the Bible itself, these matters are

that is the point: there is a force like m a g

usually treated literally. Of Saul, whose

his

career as Israel's

bends, and binds their wills, sends their

netism in the Hebraic leader that. through

first king was aborted, it

is said that at first, "the spirit of God

words

moves

his

hearers,

moves,

energies out into new channels. Words in

came mightily upon" him, and he was

the Biblical tradition represent--not - so

able to muster the people so that "they

much concepts and logical relations as_

came out as one man," 10 and they were

particulars:

things,

persons,

·

actions,

able to defeat their enemies. Later, after

loves, angers, needs, fears, hopes, and de-

Saul had proven reluctant to carry out the

mands.

clear instructions of the Lord to destroy

changes the contours of the perceived

utterly

the inhabitants of the land . in

world, changes both the way and the force

which the Israelites where fighting, it is re

with which a situation confronts the lis

Calling

these

things

to

mind

corded that, "the spirit of the Lord de

tener. By using words in this way, by

parted from Saul and an evil spirit from

pressing memories and anticipations into

the Lord tormented him."" After that he

present consciousness, the Hebraic leader

suffered spells of madness, lost out in

levers the souls of his hearers into new re

a

sponses, new choices, new lives, into, in

haunted, pathetic figure, was wounded

short, a renewed community, renewed in

became

<�_;::-� -� -:�

words, no matter how schoolroom famil

of steadiness and foresight in battle, wit

David,

�...J,;'t;�;::.,�' '
_f'�\':!if� �

selves, and with all nations.

physical strength, but more importantly

with

{! '" tel
��"'t -"-\1

just and a lasting peace, among our

unique powers, often enough of plain

competition

·

do all which may achieve and cherish a

along the way, a higher spirit descends

and

·

God gives us to see the right, let us

in the tales and myths which in our mem

them and they

-

With malice toward none; with ch arity

Many times

t � ey are men of the humblest origins and

u�on

·
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renewed in

derstanding of its historic identity as re

hope, renewed finally in a unified confi

vealed in the crisis; and they are expected

dence about the meaning of its future.

to unify the nation's enthusiasms for its

life,

renewed

in

strength,

*

*

future as the crisis is confronted and

*

transcended. When in the Gettysburg tra- .

In analyzing the Gettysburg Address,

dition, the American people look to the

we have examined a single artifact in the

White House for leadership, they expect

American tradition

to hear words that will do all these-things·

of what- we

have

called legitimation. In the tradition of dis

with style, precision, and force.

course of Western political philosophy,

But the advancement of this interpreta

the content of this process is termed a na

tion of the political significance of the

tion's "civil religion." 12 The phrase is

Gettysburg Address raises questions that

apt, for legitimation is truly, in the techni

go widely beyond the limits of its inter-:-·�:"

cal sense, a religious act, a placing of faith

nal character. These questions may· be

or trust in an object of authority. In this

grouped as follows:

light, there can be little wonderment at
Lincoln's free use in the Gettysburg Ad

1. The Address is one instance of presi�

dress of the readily (bvailable religious tra

dential prophecy.

ditions of the community to whom he

reverence shown it may be stro11gly.

spoke or at the specific demand his speech

The widespread

indicative of its paradigmatic-possi- -

makes for a return to ancient dedications

:,ilities but these need to be empiri

and faith.

cally explored. How many presidents

It is also the case, given that the Gettys

subsequent

to

Lincoln

(or before

him) made speeches, inaugural ad

burg Address is a veritable tradition unto
itself in this country, that our analysis has

dresses, or State of the Union mes

tapped a significant range of socially ex

sages, in the covenant renewal pat

pected presidential role patterns, and has

tern, in what kinds of circumstances,
and with what kinds of success?

illuminated in detail one important aspect
what

2. The Gettysburg Address is also sin

might be cailed his prophetic function.

gular in that it illuminates but one

of

his

general legitimation

role,

Our description of that function can be

task in the president's general Jegiti�

reduced to the simple declaration that by

mation role. What other tasks is he·

the tradition going back to the Gettysburg

assigned in this role? And where and.- -

Address, presidents are expected in times

how do all these presidential legiti

of doubt and crisis to utter great words.

mation activities place him in the to

That kind of reduction of the political,

tality of America's "civil religion"?

paradigmatic meaning of the Gettysburg

3. The Biblical tradition is useful in an

·

Address, if properly understood, does not

analysis of the president's prophetic

over oversimplify the president's prophet

role as revealed in the Gettysburg -

ic role. Rather, it goes to the heart of that

Address. Would it be as useful in an

role and lays it bare. Words may well be

alyzing other aspects of the presi�

the essence of politics generally; they are

dent's general legitimation role, or

certainly the essence of legitimation poli

would other resources in America's

tics. And in American presidential legiti

cultural heritage have to be con

mation politics, the right words may be

sulted?

exceedingly hard to come by. Note once

any falling off in the effectiveness of

again what, in the Gettysburg tradition, a

presidential legitimation roles when

Moreover,

·

has there been

president's words are expected to do, the

they are performed directly or indi

veritable functions they are expected to

rectly in Biblical styles? Can any part

perform: they are expected to divine in

of the alienation observable in cer

immediately convincing ways the meaning
of the times and the complexities of the

tain groups of the American citizen
ry today be traced to the declining

crisis the nation faces; they are expected

appeal among them of Biblical rna- -

to summon the nation to a renewed un-

terials and forms?
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ately dense prose, see Jilrgen Habermas, Legir

4. Finally, there is the issue, raised at

imation Crisis (Beacon Press, Boston, 1975),

the outset of this paper but not open

csp. Parts I &

to settlement here, of the relation

6.

ship between the president's legiti
mation

role,

however

tation of Biblical materials of the sort used here
is enormous. The best broad introduction is

performed,

Bernhard

and his much more widely discussed

Old

governance role. How, historically

what

Johs. Pedersen, Israel, Its Life and Culture

present essay, consult especially pp. 99-181.

7.

tations, of his various publics, his

language of nationalism can be gauged by nOt
ing that its morally regenerative elements are·

politicians,

his

party sup

the key to comprehending the overall coher

ence of the works of both Machiavelli af!d_ ..

generally?

Rousseau. In particular, it supplies the logic

for relating at the level of essentiality the con
troversial Chapter 26 of The Prince to the-total

NOTES
This essay was prompted by the following

argument of that work, and, in the case of
Rousseau, the abstract arguments of The So

paragraph from N.C. Thomas', "Studying the
Presidency: Where and How Do We Go From

cial Contract to the quasi anthropological and

Here?" (Presidential Studies Quarterly, Fall

historical sections of the Discourse on The Or

1977, p. 173): "A third domain that has scarce

igin of Inequality.

ly been investigated is that of the president's re

8.

Joshua 24:1-28. The translation of the Revised

lationships with public opinion, and how the

Standard Version (Thomas Nelson & Sons,

versa . ... In studying the chief executive in a

New York, 1953) is used here for two reasons:·
(I) The. RSV is modelled closely on the King

laner informs and affects the former, and vice

James Version, the historically relevant trans

democratic society, the dynamics of the inter
action between that individual and the public

lation for Lincoln personally and for American

shnuld be a subject of primary concern . . ..

political culture generally; (2) the RSV incorpo

this a�e2, but without the benefit of the system

lation,

Michad Novak has made a halting beginning in
atic understanding of the uses

politics

provided

by

rates the recent advances in accuracy of trans

of symbolism in

scholars

such

as

and poetic sections.

to persuade.''

H. D. Lasswell and A. Kaplan, Power and So
(Yale

University

Prt:ss,

New

and is
prose

9. 2 Sam. 14:14
10. I Sam. 11:6,7
II. I Sam. 16:14
I 2. Cf. not only 1. 1. Rousseau, The Social Con
tract, tr. G. D. H. Cole (E. P.Dutton & Co.,
New York, 1950), Book IV, Chapter VIII, es
pecially p. 139, last par.; but also T. Hobbes,
Leviathan (Blackwell, Oxford, 1951}, Chapter·
18, especially the sixth right listed there of
sovereigns, and Chapter 42, especially pp. 327
and 355-357.

Richard E. Neustadt, Presidr.n!ial Power (1 ohn
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1976), p. xi.
ibid., p. 78: "Presidential poo,w•r is the power

ciery

uses modern English forms,

printed in an easiiy read .Hyle for both

Edelman."

5.

The philosophical-historical importance of this

fellow

porters, and, above all, the populace

4.

I &

II, 1926; Vols. III&IV, 1940. In supponof the

ident's daily work schedule and in

3.

Engle

(Oxford University Press, London), Vols.

the minds and emotions, the expec

2.

Inc.,

example of this kind of scholarship remains

relative

significance do they have in the pres

I.

(Prentice-Hall,

essay, consult especially Chapter 3. The -Classic

roles interact? Supportively, or in
And

\V. Anderson, Understanding the

Testament

wood Cliffs, 1957). In support of the present

and theoretically, have and do these
con tradiction?

Ill.

The general literature giving scholarly interpre

Haven,

l950), p. 99.
This example is simplicity itself. For a full ren

dering of the complexities of legitimation in

modern capitalist societies, written in appropri-
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON.
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MEMORANDUM FOR

THE

PRE

3,

D.C.

20503
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FROM:

JIM Mc!NTYR

SUBJECT:

SALT and the Defense Budget

Copies
to

of the

attached

Hamilton Jordan,

Zbig Brzezinski,

memorandum

have

Secretary Vance,

and Frank Moore

been

sent

Secretary Brown,

(Eyes

Only).

Attachment

. '•.

.

'-�
'

'

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

..

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

Augu�t 3 � 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

James T. Mcintyre, Jr.

SUBJECT:

SALT and the Defense Budget

As

the SALT debate accelerates,

n_
�
T

the question of defense budget

adequacy is becoming an increasingly key issue.
complexities of real growth,
five year plans,

etc. ,

inflation rates,

Given the

congressional action,

we need to think through our posture.

to assist in that effort,

In order

this memo provides background material on

the "real growth" question and some thoughts on potential strategies
in the coming weeks.
Historical "Track Record"
In the last decade,

real growth in the defense budget has been the

exception rather than the rule.
table),

As is apparent from Table I (10 y ear

the real level of the defense program continued to decline

after the Vietnam War through FY 1975.
each year thereafter,
defense budget.

Starting in FY 1976,

and in

some real growth has been projected in the

In most years,

the projected real growth has been

diminished by a combination of congressional action and higher than
anticipated inflation rates.
In considering what has happened to defense budget
years,

levels in recent

it is critical to understand that th ere are significant

differences in the various periods and individual years involved.
Peak real program level occurred in 1968 d ue to the Vietnam War
buildup.

A real decline continued from that year through 1975.

President Ford reversed that decline in his 1976 budget.

The

stated policy was to provide for about 4% real growth in purchases
(which accounted for about one-half of the defense total) or the
equivalent ·of about 2% real growth in the defense total.
The 1978 Ford budget included 5.5% real growth but was amended by
the new Administration to defer and slow down some programs and
cancel the B-1.

,Our final request to Congress embodied no explicit

real growth policy,

but did provide about 2% real growth in TOA.

....
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Our 1979 b udget request reflected a policy of 3% real growth in the
overall total.

The 3% real growth policy,

unlike the real growth

policy of the 1976 and 1977 budgets, was developed "in conjunction
with the NATO allies" and was used to generate real increases in
the military strength of the entire alliance.
Carter Years
FY 1978.

The impact of the Carter Administration,

congressional actions,

together with

on the proposed 1978 Ford budget is summarized

below:
TOA
( $ billions)
122.1

Jan. 1977 Ford Budget
Carter Amendment

-2.8

B-1 Amendment

-1.2

Amended Request
Congressional Action
Pay and Other Changes
Final Budget
In summary,
(3%).

( 100%)

118.1

( -3%)

-2.3

( -2%)

.7

( +1%)

116.5

( -:5%)

the Carter amendments reduced the Ford budget by about $4B

Congressional reductions of over $2B (2%) further reduced this

level.

The commitment to 3% real growth in the spring of 1977 did not

apply to the amended FY 1978 budget which had been completed prior
enunciation of this policy.

�

The amended Carter budget request of

$118.1B TOA included real growth o f $2B (about 2%) using February 1977
inflation estimates.
FY 1979.

The Administration requested a 1979 defense budget of

$126.0B in TOA and $115.2B in outlays.
in two ways:

The 3% commitment was honored

_the TOA level included 3% real growth on the NATO only

portion of the budget and the total outlay level included 3% real
growth.

Only the outlay real growth was publicly discussed.
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A summary of the actions on the FY 1979 budget follows:
( $ billions)
TOA

Outlays

126.0

Jan. 1978 request

115.2

Congressional action

-2.3

-.6

Jan. 1979 supplemental

+2.2

+.5

Congressional action

-.8

-.5

Other adjustments

-.2

-.1

124.9

114.5

Projected

Enactment of the FY 1979 budget was highlighted by your veto of the
Defense Authorization Bill over congressional action adding an
unwanted $2B nuclear carrier.

The veto was sustained,

but the

Congress refused to add back program reductions imposed to accommodate
the nuclear carrier within the overall defense le vel.

We strongly

objected to these reductions and proposed a $2.2B supp lemental in
January to restore the defense program to a level close to $126B.
Congress reduced this request by about $lB.
The final TOA program of about $125B allows less than 1% real growth
using July 1979 inflation estimates.

On the outlay side,

outlay rates are running ahead of our January forecast.
projected $114.5B

actual
Our currently

in outlays results in 3% real growth over 1978,

again using July inflation estimates.
FY 1980.

The Administration requested a 1980 defense budget of

$135.5B in TOA and $122.7B in outlays.
estimates,

Using January 1979 inflation

the budget projected real growth of 1.7% in TOA and 3.1% in

outlays.
($ billions)
TOA
Jan. 1979 Request

135.5

First Concurrent Resolution

-1.6

Outlays
122.7
-.7 Est.
+3.0

Outlay Reestimate
Current Estimate

134.0

125.0

Projected congressional action will delete some $1.6B (1.2%) from ·our
request.

This will delete almost all the planned TOA real growth

included in the President's budget (using January 1979 inflation
assumptions),

and will reduce our explicit "3% real growth in outlays"

to less than 2%.

Further,

inflation continues to erode the real value

of the 1980 Defense program.

Applying July inflation assumptions, up
to $3B in additional TOA would be requi�to restore the 1980 outlay
real growth to 3%.

.
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Beyond 1980.

The January budget

projected annual real growth for Defense

of 2% in TOA and 3% in outlays from 1981-83.

Two important developments

have impacted these projections:
Inflation has sharply eroded the real growth in the January projected
funding levels.

Using the July inflation assumptions (which are

projected to get worse), 1981-83 real growth declines by almost
two-thirds from the January projection to less than 1% in TOA and 1.5%
in outlays.

It would take an additional $15B in 1981-83 TOA just to

restore the January 3% real growth levels:--Any commitment

to higher

real growth will add still billions more.
The M-X program as currently proposed with initial deployment in 1986
and full operational capability in 1989 places a severe drain on the
resources available for the rest of Defense.

In 1980 constant dollars

M-X grows from $2B in 1981 to $8B in 1983 and over $lOB in 1984.
Using the latest approved Defense program projections for 1981-85 and
July 1979 inflation estimates,

all of the Defense program except M-X

will have to decline in real t erms starting in 1981.

This,

of course,

means that other programs, including NATO-related general purpose
force improvements, would suffer.
The SALT Connection
Two distinct messages have been passed during the SALT debate.

The first

is the argument that the Administ ration needs to insure that it holds to
the letter of its January budget commitment of 3% real growth.

The

second is more demanding--the statement that 4 or 5% real growth is
better than 3%.
"Holding to 3%" means compensating for an extremely rapid and
unanticipat ed rise in inflation.
$1. 5B in 1980 outlays,

Higher inflation has already "cost" us

and real growth in outlays would drop below 2%.

Such an "outlay increase" would require our asking for a 1980 budget
amendment/supplemental of up to $3B.

"4-5% real growth" would mean

adding another $1-3B on top of that increase.
Strategies
This line of thought takes us immediately into a discussion of
possible strategies.

There are two fundamental dimensions --

to do and when to do it.

what

The "what" spectrum ranges from "add

nothing" to adding the more than $4-6 billion required now to boost
the 1980 defense budget to "4-5% real growth."
"when" has a number of facets.
certain treaty opponents.

The question of

Any commitment now may help quiet

Conversely,

unless we can arrange a fairly

broad consensus, a commitment now may simply up the ante for later
this fall and for future years.

Additionally,

process of cut ting our 1980 DOD request,

the Congress is in the

so to move now would mean trying

to add to a moving target -- it would seem appropriate to insist that the
Hill reinstate its cuts before w e seek add-ons.

)

. ..
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Regardl ess of which approach we select, it seems important to
determine quickly which subset of the Senate should be approached,
and how we should seek to negotiate.
do, it is premature to speculate.

As to how much we might need to

There is some possibility that we

can avoid any new FY 80 budget commitment.

There is .al so the chance

-- and we ShOuld pursue this vigorously -- that we might be able to

develop some "short list " of specific DOD programs which could be
added now or (with a promise now) in a January supplement al.
Alternatively,

we may conclude that we have to add money to either

"reinstate full 3%" or "increase to 4-5%" real growth.

In any case,

the following steps would seem necessary as part of our consultations

with the Senate:

Ascertain whether the dominant Senate concern is really focused

on level of effort (3% real growth) or on some list of specific
programs.

If people want a list of programs, the process is

easier and less expensive.
individual

"lists."

We should ask Senators for their

It is hard to conceive of strategic force

candidates, given the budget's strong support of MX,
cruise missiles,
possibility,

B-52 upgrade,

etc.

TRIDENT,

One large and very real

though, would be R&D funding for design of a

follow-on "B ackfire-type" penetrating manned bomber.
If the concern is the "3%" effort,
acceptable,

ascertain that 3% is

as opposed to the "4-5%" which Senator Nunn has

mentioned.
If either the "3%" or "4-5%" approach is pursued,
as to

secure agreement

"how much more inflation" we need to cover, i.e.,

accept our calculation that up to $3 billion

in TOA

do others

($1.5B in

outlays) "restores our original 3% real growth."

Most importantly, if we were to state publicly that we would
request additional funding in FY 80
our FY 81-84 guidance too),

(with inflation adjustments in

we should insist that the Budget and

House Appropriation Committees restore some $2 billion which they
are in the process of cutting from our original request.

more bluntly:

Said

We will provide the dollars needed to hit 3% at

today's inflation rates, but the Congress has to commit itself to

restoring the $2 billion it seems to be cutting.
Committing now to additions above our original request involves a
further risk with the Budget Committees.

Senator Muskie and

Congressman Giaimo have consistently and strongly supported our
efforts over the past six months to oppose add-ons across the
board to our request.

They have been

fairly successful,

without alienating many of their colleagues.

but not

We can campaign to

have the Budget Committees put back the $1.6 billion they cut from
To ask
act in mid-September.

DOD in the 1st Resolution when they
them to add beyond that,

however,

will most likely anger them

greatly, harm our ability to secure their help in fighting other
add-ons, and encourage other major budget increases.

)

..

.
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Recommendations

Since the Congress is still acting on the 1980 budget, and because

some of our inflation estimat es are clearly preliminary, it would be

far preferable to wait until lat�r (January) to submit formally any
increases.

This of course does not preclude a commitment in

principle now to add to the 1980 budget , if necessary or appropriate,

and would help avoid a piecemeal approach or later claims for more.
We also should focus on the September 15 Second Concurrent Budget

Resolution as the point where the Congress ought to demonstrate its
commitment by restoring the

$1.6

billion budget cut it has taken,

and, if appropriate, provide room for any subsequent add-on for new
programs or simply to cover higher inflation.

All of the above assumes that we can discern some consensus view from
the Senate.

best,

Obviously,

a "short list" of "needed programs" would be

but perhaps not possible.

There will be cries for "5%," so it

is important to devise a strategy which could be acceptable to a
reasonable number of those concerned.

One large caution:

still chasing a moving target on inflation estimates.

approach could cost us up to

$4-6

billion for 1981-83.

We are

This whole

billion in FY 80 and over $15

Any significant increase in the Defense budget --for 1980 and/or
future years--involves multiple risks.

Your entire fiscal approach,

which has thus far had important success in restraining federal

s pending,

will be challenged increasingly in the next year.

Even a

defense increase ostensibly limited to FY 1980 will spill over into

the 1981 budget debate this fall, with significant upward pressures

in both DOD and non-defense programs.

The "guns vs. butter" debate

will rage on in any case, but cries of "b uying SALT" would make those
arguments particularly difficult.

This week's pressures for

additional billions for Eximbank for China,
programs,

trade adjustment,

HEW

and inflation-related increases provide a sense of just how

tough the fall process is likely to be.

The obvious conflict between such large amounts and your fiscal

policy means that we must tread very carefully as we try to work with
key Senators.

Because of the seriousness and urgency of this issue,

we must act quickly.
a group of Defense,

With your approval, I will convene immediately

State,

NSC,

OMB,

to coordinate discussions with the Senate and assess for you the
various alternatives.

When we do decide on the proper response to

the calls for more defense spending,

we must be sure of our course

and our expectations, both with regard to SALT and our broader
political and economic concerns.

./

-----

Disapprove

--------
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If you concur, I will report to you

by next Friday on possible approaches.

Approve
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Defense Budget
Real Growth Year to Year
B ased on January

1979

Budget and Economic Assumptions

($

B illions)
O utlays

TOA

1980

1980
Fiscal Year

*

C urrent

Constant

% Real

Current

Constant

% Real

Dollars

Dollars

Growth

Dollars

Dollars

Growth

158.0
143.4
134.0
122.4
119.6
118.4
114.6
116.5

( -9.2)
(-6.5)
(-8.6)
(-2.3)
(-1.1)
(-3.2)
( 1.7)

117.4
119.1 (121.9)*
122.7
126.4
130.5
134.4

(
(
(
(
(
(

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

75.5
72.8
76.5
78.9
81.7
86.2
95.9
108.2

155.4
140.5
136.2
130.2
123.7
119.6
124.8
131.2

(-9.6)
(-3.1)
(-4.4)
(-5.0)
(-3.3)
( 4.3)
( 5.1)

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

116.5
125.7
135.5
145.7
155.7
166.8

131.8
133.2
135.5
138.4
141.5
145.9

(
(
(
(
(
(

Actual

1979

Outlays are running

0.5)
1.1)
1.7)
2.2)
2.2)
3.1)

77 .o
74.5
75.1
73.2
77 5
84.9
87.9
95.6
0

103.0
111.9 (114.5)*
122.7
133.7
144.9
155.5

considerably abo ve the original estimate.

considerably higher than anticipated.

Real growth over

0.7)
1.4)
3.1)
3.0)
3.2)
3.0)

1978

(3.8)*

also wil l be

August
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REPORT ON SOUTH AFRICAN TRIP

TO:

LOUIS MARTIN

FROM:

J ESSE JACKSON,

PRESIDENT,

OPERATION PUSH

Our three member delegation has just returned from an extensive
and intensive visit to South Africa.

We made this trip in

response to an invitation from the United Congregational Church
of South
Council
�rip,

Africa and the General
of Churches,

Secretary of the South African

Bishop Desmond

During this two week

Tutu.

we've talked with people living in squatters'

We met with factory workers

executives of U.S. corporations.
in Port Elizabeth,

camps and

scholars at the University of Cape Town,

banned leaders like Mrs. Albertina

Sisulu,

whose husband is

incarcerated in Robbens Isle and leaders of the natal Indian
Congress in Durbin High School,

students from Soweto,

clergy

attending the Annual Conference of South African Council,
churches in Johannesburg and many

others,

including

the

many who

have experienced arbitrary detention by the police for long
periods of time.

We came away from this trip with impressions

both of hope and a sense of determination that is so alive in
the hearts of the people,

as well as with an overwhelming

sense of tragedy of apartheid.
w� feel

Above all,

as American citizens,

the urgency of the need of our country to have a

coherent African policy,

which is understood by the people

ERsetrootatDc Copy M�d�
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of that continent.

The apartheid system in South Africa that is brutally enforced
by the police and upheld by racist laws,

daily

violates the

humanity of the Black population in South Africa.

We talked

with a number of business leaders among White South Africans who
fully agree

with that estimate.

regime is not

The U.S. partnership with that

only a violation of human rights but is clearly

articulated by the Carter Administration.

It is an insult to Black

America and an affront to the United Nations as a crime to
humanity,

and more than

70 countries have to date ratified their

international covenant,

the American partnership with apartheid,

in all its connected links,

denies to the people

of our country

the opportunity to be seen as a source of hope and genuine
friendship by the majority population of South Africa who
are making

great sacrifices in their effort to free themselves

from the injustice and repressions they face everyday.

I know
It is our

the�ca�t�r Administration is concerned with this matter.
hope that our recent visit will help

to qualitively deepen

that concern and sense of urgency by the Carter Administration,
so

that our country will be a moral force for good,

being,

once again,

to this end,

I.

rather than

caught on the wrong side of history.

Persuant

we respectfully submit the following recommendations:

We urge that the Office of the President instruct th�

Commerce

U.S.

Department to closely monitor the activities of General

-

Motors,

Ford,

Caldtex,

3 -

Mobil Oil and IBM in South Africa.

The

purpose is to establish that these companies are in full
compliance with both spirit,
law,

as well as,

.

the letter of the

.

regarding sales to the South Afr1can government.

The

Official Secrecies Act in South Africa Act operates
as a cover to conceal information on the relations
between the apartheid regime and
business there.

U.S.

be respected and

enforced

U.S. corporations doing

Commerce Department regulations should
with

strict penalties for violations

and there is currently good reason to

believe that this is not

happening.

II.

Recent scandals have shaken thP. South African government

and led to resignation of John Vorster.

This is in connection

with the Rhoodie affair and the use of millions in South
African government funds to buy up newspapers and other media
in our country.

We request that the Attorney General of

the United States investigate the use of such funds by the
South African government to influence election campaigns,
such as the defeat of Senator Dick Clark in
the Senate Subcommittee on Africa.
more information on this

Iowa,

who headed

The American public needs

and such related matters as the

possible use of South African government funds to finance the
campaigns of Senators and Congress persons active in the effort
to lift economic sanctions against Rhodesia.
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This is a dimension
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-

South Africa's "Watergate Scandal" that appears to have

received

III.

too little attention to date.

We recommend that any

further negotiations between the

United States and South Africa on the SASOL project be based
upon the �ondition that universal adult suffrage and full
citizenship for the Black majority population in

South Africa

be recognized and established as a matter of law.

It would

be a violation of our nation's human rights policy to accept
a trade-off between dollars and
majority

IV.

J,!Y

C11
.J. �
�

who

Finally,

are now denied these elementary rights in South Africa.

we urge that you convene a White House Conference

on Southern Africa,
months.
in that

dignity at the expense of the

if possible,

sometime

within the next six

This is a level of national focus that
region of the world deserves.

obviously serve to instruct and

Such

the situation

a conference would

mobilize public opinion and

would help to shape a coherent African policy for our

country.

We trust these recommendations will be given thoughtful
consideration.·
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